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NOTICE TO ALL CONCERNED 

STATEMENTS presented in this volume are based on scientific findings« the Bible, 
ancient writings as they have been interpreted, and Icnown facts of Creation. 

This work is not intended to direct the reader what to do, nor to condemn him for 
what he does. He is responsible for his own conduct and will reap as he sows. He 
is urged to use his own judgment in all Instances, and in matters relative to his health, 
he should consult an expert Hygienist who has studied the laws of Creation and should 
understand the essential requirements of the living orgarlsm* 

No claim of any kind is made as to what any method cited may do for any one in any 
given case; and it is understood the author and the publisher assume no responsibility 
for any opinion expressed nor the results that may occur in any case wherein the 
reader decides to pursue any path presented In this volume. 

The author of this work is not available for any engagements, receives no visitors, 
grants no Interviews, and has no desire to become "Exhibit A” for curiosity seekers. 

The publisher of this work has no authority to comment upon the opinions expressed 
or the postulates presented, nor to give any one the address of the author. His 
engagement is to publish and sell the work, and there his obligation ends. Books and 
folios are published and sold to be accepted or rejected, and the purpose of these 
writings is to dissipate the darkness, to show the world how little science knows 
about Life and Man, and to stir the mind to make people think. 

Hilton Hotema 
In his 87th year. 
Honolulu, 1964 

THE PROPER STUDY 

OF MANKIND 

IS BOOKS 

——Aldous Huxley 
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THE HUMAN TEMPLE 

Man is “fearfully and vnsnderfully made" (Psalm 139:14) • 

The Human Body contains 206 bones and about 600 muscles* The amount of 
blood In an adult averages 30 pounds, or fully one-fifth of the entire weight. 

The heart is about six inches in length and about four inches in diameter. It 
beats about 70 times per minute, 4,200 times per hour, 36,792,000 times a year, 
and at each beat 2-1/2 ounces of blood are sent to the lungs for renovation and puri¬ 
fication -175 ounces per minute, equal to 656 pounds per hour and 7 tons per day, 
iUl the blood in the body passes thru the heart in three minutes* 

Man breathes cn an average 1200 times per hour, inhaling in that time about 100 
gallons of air, or 2400 gallons per day* The aggregate surface of the air cells of the 
lungs exceed 20,000 square inches, an area nearly equal to the floor of a room 12 
feet square. 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Scores of Prof. Hotema's many readers have written us for data concerning his 
background. For this reason he has consented to have us publish some information 
of his early life. 

His ancestors came from Briton on the next ship following the Pilgrims on the 
Mayflower, and he was bom in Massachusetts February 7, 1878. 

This picture of him was taken in Manila, 
Philippines, In April, 1901, when his regi¬ 
ment was preparing to leave for the U.S.A. 

Present Ellington Presbylerian church was originally built In 
1870 and has become landmark in rural area northeasr of Quincy; 

This Is the little country church where 
Hotema attended Sunday School In Adams 
County, Illinois, in 1884-85. 

The following account of Hotema's war-time service as a soldier In the 
Philippines during the years 1899-1901 were written by him and published In 
the National Tribune, a veterans' weekly publication. 



HILTON HOTEMA IN 1960, 

Born in Fitchburg. Mass. 
February 7, 1878. His paternal 
great-grandfather. Wm. Fales, 
was bom February 15. 1799, in 
bynn. Mass., and died In 1888 
at the age of 89, His maternal 
great-grand father, Thomas 
Johnson, was born In Mass, in 
1780 and died In 1892 at the age 
of 112. 
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J^dxrcoarl Taylor 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

SUITE A30 4-IBERTY BUII-OlfMO 

August 21, 19t>2 

Health Research 
Mokeluirme Hill, California 

Gentleiaen; 

Will you please send me promptly three conies of 
"Man's Higher Consciousness" by Professor Hotema 
for Which I enclose my check? 

I have been studying this book and I consider it 
the most thorough work of anything that I have 
been able to find in my sixty years of study and 
investigation along this line, 

I want these copies to loan out to help people 
who are searchin.'^ for lirht. 



Publisher's Preface 

This Is the thirty-fifth book we have published by Professor Hilton Hotema, 
The first book we published some fifteen years ago entitled, "Cosmic Science 
of the Ancient Masters" It was then known as "God Science" 
and the author wrote under his real name, Dr, George R. Clements, LL.B., 
N,D., D.C., O.D., Ph.D, W'e have also published additional books of his 
(a few of which he is co-author), Orthopathv - New Science of Health & Nat¬ 
ural Healing ^The Great Law^ Secret of Regeneration^ ( his old $75,00 
correspondence course ), The Virgin Birth - The Fam¬ 
ous Debate Between the author and Herbert M. Shelton. N.D.. D.C. (Nega¬ 
tive) , Dr, Clements has also written introductions to the following 
books which we publish: Egyptian Book of the Dead ^ The Mysteries of Amenta 
by Gerald Massey. Mystery of the Sexes - Secrets of Past and Future 
Human Creation - By Col, Francis H. Buzzacotf, F.N-,, A.G.S. 
Impossible to Buy In Any Book Store!), The Life The Doctrines of Paracelsus 
By Franz Hartmann, M.D., Antiquity Unveiled - The Most Marvelous 
Revelations of the 19th Century, Concerning the Origin of Christianity 1894 
copyright) and The Secret of Long Life - Or How to Live in Three Centuries by 
Goddard Ezekiel Dodge Diamond (who was bom in 1796 and died in 1899) • 

We believe that Dr, George R, Clements has given out more actual knowledge 
than any other one man in this century. The information that he gives in his 
books is not taught in public schools, given in public mediums and is seldom 
found in other publications, 

The knowledge given in the above titles (and books which he recommends and 
has written forewords to), we shall teach our six-year old daughter throughout 
the coming years. We believe this wisdom should be known to all. However - 

Truth is such a rare quality, a stranger so seldom 
met in this civilization of fraud, that it is never 
received freely, but must fight its way Into the world. 

Too the average person is not interested in truth. He/she wants a status 
symbol such as the P.T.A., American Cancer Society Etc,, - is more interested 
in the 'news' reports of Hunt & Brinkshlp and the latest from the 'kept press,' 
In the near future, your 'American Government' will dole out 'truth' 'know¬ 
ledge* & 'education* as they feel necessary to your progress in a socialistic 
state. The books as listed above will be suppressed (as is rapidly being done). 

Progressive education and censorship are the order of the day! The average 
brainwashed public accepts these as they do credit cards and the ever increas¬ 
ing national debt. Make merry today - regardless of tomorrow (the unborn babe 
owes nearly $5,000,00 before the first diaper is pinned on him!). Few people 
know anything - except propaganda and hearsay I The medical doctor tells him 



no truths about his body and its functions! The school teaches him nothing 
about private enterprise and the money system. The church teaches him 
nothing about the wisdom of the ancient masters (the power within his own 
body and mind) - in fact most churches are leading their followers down the 
road to surrender to the ever increasing powerful Communistic dictatorshlpj 

If you want truth - here is your opportunity. If the turtle can live 1500 years 
- the author says - why can't man! The reader will, of course, not accomp¬ 
lish this fact - but his great, great grandchildren may - If they live right and 
eat right. Who knows? The opportunity for such knowledge has been given 
to you - what you do with it - is your prerogative, - 

We have ommitted the account of Hotema's war-time service as a soldier 
in the Philippines during the years 1899-1901, as this has been previously 
published in his great work, LONG LIFE IN FLORIDA - which most of 
the readers have in their possession. 

HEALTH RESEARCH 
70 Lafayette St,, 
Mokelumne Hill, 
California 95245 
May 18, 1964. 



MORE PRAISE FOR PROFESSOR HILTON HOTEMA 

"I have enjoyed the two books I have written by Prof. Hotema, and am pleased 
that you have offered the twelve books for as listed in your paper 1^25. Please 
send these and also the Land of Light". — Dr. Enid A, Wavsllk. D , Yucca 
Valiev. California, 

"Your writings have entirely changed my course of thought and so enriched my life 
that I am eager to read everything you have written and in my consciousness there is 
a deep sense of gratitude toward you". — _s_, Los Anoeles. California. 

"I have been reading books on Health and Philosophy for more than 40 years. 
"May I say that the books written by Prof. Hilton Hotema, which I recently pur¬ 

chased from you, are by far the most Instructive and the most original I have ever 
read. I am at a loss for words to give adequate praise to Prof. Hotema. 

"Assuring you of my great satisfaction and wishing your company a well deserved 
success, I remain 

L. G. T. , Coronado. California." 

"I am most pleased with the new spiral binding on the last few books I purchased 
from you. The ease in handling while reading in my opinion help keep these books in 
perfect condition longer than the old way of glue and stitching which in time loosens 
up and causes pages to separate." Sincerely, Marie Glenda. 1033-1/2 S. Harvard.Blvd., 
Los Angeles 6. California. 

"I want to express my complete satisfaction for Professor Hilton Hotema*s writings, 
as I find his books very stimulating and educational for sound thinking. Please add 
the additional books I have selected". Thomas Mazucci. New York. 

"I have just read Prof. Hotema*s. The Land of Light. which you recently sent me. 
It is a wonderful work. Of course it made me want all i can get of Prof. Hotema*s folios. 
M.C.P.. Petaluma. California. 

**My wife and I have completed your Hotema Folio (12 books), for the second time. 
If I could be granted one wish for the greater good for the human race it would be,... 
that every man and woman should read this folio at least once. 

"We have been members of the Rosicrucian Order for many years, and the lessons 
and instructions covered many of the things in the folio, and prepared our minds for a 
better understanding. 

"You refer to work which is more completely covered in your complete course of 
study, prepared from data gathered from the Temple of the Masters. How can we become 
eligible to make this complete course of study of the Ancient Masters? '* — George O. 
Keefer. 3711 Gold St., Apt. Los Alamos. New Mexico. 

"I have just finished reading "Man*s Higher Conscicu sness". by Prof. Hilton Hotema. 
I think it is a most wonderful book. I think it Is the whole truth. I wish I had the in¬ 
formation it contains earlier in my life. Many thanks to Professor Hilton Hotema. — 
Edmund Groben. Indiana. 

'*! am an old subscriber. I have purchased most of the Prof, Hotema folders and even 
all of the Kenyon Klamonti Series sometime ago. They are all really very well thought out 
and presented so simply that even a child could understand. Hurray for simplicity". 



COMMENTS ON HOTEMA'S WRITINGS 

"I AM GLAD this author is reassembling his works. I have much admiration 
for this tremendous knowledge and research. It is invaluable to me and older 
students". — M. T., Iowa. 

"One of the most informative and inspirational works I have ever read". — 
Dr. S. H. W., M.O,, Gloucester. Mass. 

To Professor Hilton Hotema: 
"Your new book LONG LIFE IN FLORIDA is the greatest on the subject the 

world has ever seen! 
"You seldom boast about yourself in your writings; hardly ever write anything 

about YOU. I wish you would let me try an experiment, which is this; You give me 
as much information about yourself—that is the life of Hotema, and I will attempt 
to do a write up of, say about 5000 words, and give Hotema the real build-up to 
which his work entitles him". 

Mr. Joseph S, Moore, 
Lancaster, N. Y. 

"I received your new book (Long Life in Florida) a few days ago. This is a 
masterpiece. I like the war stories at the end as It shows you have had the ex¬ 
perience which enables you (Professor Hotema) to compile such a volume. 

"I can truly say the author la a genius. A tremendous amount of research has 
gone into his efforts and it will live as long as libraries cany worthwhile books". 

Dr. AnnWlgmore, D.D. 
P.O. Box 189, Astor Station 
Boston 23, Mass. 

“These books have forced me to revise, somewhat reluctantly, of course, a 
good many of my former 'College degree' ideas about the whole subject of Health. 
This 1 am glad to do because now, for the first time I have a clear picture framed 
in my mind of both the 'beginning aixl the end’ — as it were of what it means to 
attempt true healing in patients. I would insistently recommend these books to 
everyone Interested in knowing the true facts, especially those whose mission it 
is to help an ailing Humanity". - Dr. Amil H. Sorehn. Member International 
Society of Naturopathic Physicians. 



MftN CREATED PERFECT 

MdLmt tradLticn inforriB us that nan was originally created the most perfect 
csrganization Creaticon produced in billions of years. He was the Micrccosm of the 
Macrooosm, lacking nothing, wanting nothing, needing nothing, being free from all 
bodily appetites, and althou^ surrounded by delicious frmts and liirpid streanB, 
yet he felt no desire to taste the fruit or quaff the vaater. Moreover, the Crea¬ 
tor had strictly forbidden him either to eat or drink, as that would fill his 
clean body with decaying filth and he would surely die. 

Men were mere boys when a hundred years old, having none of the infirmities 
of age, and when ready to pass on to the Future Life, it was dcaie in a gentle 
slujrber. 

TOE AGING PROCESS 

There is a striJcLng contrast between the durability of the Human Tenple and 
the transitory nature of its elements. Man’s bocty is constituted of soft, alter¬ 
able substance, susceptible of disintegration in a few hours, but it lasts longer 
than if made of steel, ceaselessly surroouriting difficulties and dangers of the 
external world and of man’s evil h^its e\^n better than other living arganisms 
do. 

The Hunan Tenple molds itself on ev^ts it cannot control. Instead of ctying 
quickly, it gradually deteriarates and dies by degrees in a slow process called 
aging, as it constantly struggles to live and inprovise means, by adaptation, of 
neeting eedh new situation it encounters. And these mscns of adjustment are such 
that, instead of death coming quickly, it cares slowly in a declining process, 
thus giving man a naxinm duration under the adverse circucrstances. 
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SECRET OF LIVING 

by Prof. Hilton Hoteira 

Surprising—a report in the Press of Novenber 26, 1961, said Science declared 
^Hibernation could give nan a lifespan of 1400 years." 

Startling—A report in the National Enqxjirer of NoveTiiber 25, 1962, stated in 
large letters, 'You Will live Forever." 

Shocking—A report in the National Informer of March 24, 1963, touted in 
big type, ‘You Can Live Forever." 

There is an old axLcan to the effect that "What nan can ccnceive he can 
achieve." 

According to the Press of Feb. 19, 1960, Dr. Linis Pauling, Nobel prize 
winner in chemistry, presented to the Ifruversity of Southern California faculty 
club the results of research on aging and death, declaring: 

"Man is potentially immortal. His tissues replace themselves. He is a 
self-repairing machine; yet he becomes decrepit and dies, and the reason is a 
nystery." 

One noted author said, "A faculty of learned men could labor for years and 
not be able to enumerate all the various forms in which the desire and search for 
Long Life have taken shape." 

Hippocrates and Aristotle ccntended that nan's life-span is too short and 
searched for the secret of Longevity. Theoptoasts, dying at the age of 75, 
lamented on his deatli-bed that Creation 'had given to the deer and crow a life so 
long and so useless, and to man a life that is too often so very short." 

Prof. Bdmond Szekely wrote: "There is a vast difference between the longe¬ 
vity of nan and of animals. If the length of a stag's life were one year, a man 
should live for thousands of years. All these aninals live for centuries; so, 
according to cosmic law, man should live for some thousands of years." (Costco- 
therapy). 

Why do deer and crow live so long? Why do som of the lowly turtles live 
1500 years? If an animal can live so long, why can't nan live just as long? 
Surely, we should be able to discover the reason for a turtle's longevity. By 
applying those principles to the way of man, then he too should live, to say the 
least, as long as a useless turtle. 

Mm can live that Icang, and longer. There is a law that rules the life-span 
of living creatures. But the researchers in this field stray off in the wrcng 
directdcai. They search here and there for the Fountain of Youth and the Elixir 
of Life vhen they should search in the Human Temple xn which dwells the Spirit of 
God (1 Cor. 3:16). It could be they are influenced by a desire not to disturb 
the sordid money-making schemes that thrive cn hunan misery. 
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THE RIVER OF LIFE 

A strange stcxcy of the Human Temple not found in boc^s nor taught in 
sdTOoi^. A nystery to science, a puzzle to medics, and a proposition that will 
be rejected by the world for another century. Such things are conmon in Hiis 
world of darkness, but they never change the facts of Cr^tion. 

The story involves the River of Life lliat flews thru Hie Living Organism, 
3S to ;>^ch the Bible says, ”And he sho^/ed me a Pure River of Water Of Life. 
... For the Life of the Fle^. is in the Blood" (Lev. 17:11; Rev. 21:1). 

And again we’ll see that science is in error. It teaches that the River 
of Life is oonposed of what man eats and drinks. But man would have to be 
alive before he could eat and drink; and, according to the Bible, it was Hie 
BREAIH OF LIFE that nade nan a living being, arxl not food and fluid. 

And so, the River Of Life was present and flowing thru the body before 
man had eaten food or imbibed fluid. 

The evidence shews that the Sanguinary Stream vjhich turns the Wheels of 
Life in the human body was not, is not, and could not be composed of what 
nan eats. If it were, its coerposition would vary vith every meal, and its 
volume would suffer serious fluxation. The stream nust be constant in quan¬ 
tity and uniform in quality to preserve Life in the body. 

This involves another surprise for a science that oonsiders nothing be- 
yend the world of physics, which became a world of shada^s x-dth the splitting 
of the atom. 

The Vital Stream in the Hunan Teitple consists of condensed Pantamorphic 
Radiation which steadily flows into the Lungs at each Inspiration, and is 
liquefied by Lung Action. 

This is the Universal Substance that forms clouds, oceans, worlds, mount¬ 
ains, rivers, forests, and everything upon the earth. Under the Law of Ana¬ 
logy, we know Hiis siibstance also forms the Living Onanism, its fluids and 
tissues, and gives it that "mode of motion” termed lAfe. 

As further proof of the ceiTtainty of this assertion, deprive man briefly 
of that Pantamorphic RadiatiOT in \^iich he lives, and moves,and has his being, 
and he expires quickly, gasping for the BREAIH OF LIFE like a helpless fish 
lifted from the silvery stream. 

Furthermore, Created Objects are never censtituted of nor sustained by 
"used" material. Creation never oiploys "second-hand” substances in any of 
its opierations, as would be the case if man’s blood and body were made of the 
food he ate. Creation always uses fresh material, direct from the cosmic 
reservoir; and H\at material is Electrified Radiation. 

This is a Radiant Universe. The Earth floats in a Sea of Radiation. 
Water and ice, soil and stene, are condensed Radiation. The Icwly spider 
spins its web of condensed Halation. 

The Human Temple, most oonplete and perfect organization Creation has 
produced in billions of years, elaborates its vital fluids of that Radiation, 
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enplqying for this purpose the wdrld*s Great Condensers, perfected by Creation, 
and cxjnstituted of the vast lung-surface of the hurnan iliorax, consisting of 
about 750,000,000 air cells, t/jhich, if th^ were all spread out on a flat sur¬ 
face, would Cover a space 50 feet long by 40 feet wide. 

These Great Aeriferous Or^ns condense into fluid called blood, the Rad- 
iatim of the Etoyrean as it flws into them at each inhalation. And that 
blood congeals into flesh and bone, forming the ten:^strial habitation of man. 

This secret of Creation reveals the reason Living is Breathing. Man 
can live for weeks without eating, but vdien he stops breathing he stops living. 

The facts show the Living Organism is merely a Breathing Mechanism, and 
breathing is the porimary and principal function. All other functions are sec¬ 
ondary and incidentary, designed to keep 1±je body fit to perfonn its first 
functiai of Respiration. 

Breatd^ing is autaratic, involuntary, and so far beyond conscious control 
that v^en asleep or unconscious trxxi injury ar* other causes, nen breathes bet¬ 
ter, deeper and more rhvtnmically than usually when conscious and awake# 

Eating and drinking are voluntary, controlled functions; and in ccaipari- 
son with the lungs, the stomach is an insignificant expansion of the aliment¬ 
ary canal that extends thru Hie body from the nouth to anus; and for aeons 
this now filthy, stinking tube, the sewer of the system, existed and ranained 
in a clean, vhclesone, daryrent stats, yet ever ready for service to save the 
body from sudden death when its services were necessary due to man’s evil 
conduct. 

The steady process of condensation and liquefacticxi, in the Aeriferous 
Organs of the Hunan Ten^le, of Universal Radiation as it flows into them at 
each inhalation, maintain perfectly the proper quantity and uniform quality 
of the River Of Life that incessantly courses thru the body. Should this vi¬ 
tal Creative Process ever fail, in less trian three short minutes the entire 
econony of the Organism would collapse like a shaky house of cards. 

The Etiqyreal Sea of Electrified Radiation in which the Earth floats, con¬ 
tains everything foxmd in the body, and originally sustained the body before 
man developed the degenerative hc3bir of eating physical food for pleasure# 
It would sustain the boc^ new as it did in the Golden Age had its radiosyn¬ 
thetic organs not been jforced into retirement by man's habit of eating and 
drinking for pleasure — a pracd.ce that fills the body with decaying filth, 
toTTnenting pains, while sending man to an early grave. 

This e^lains Hie unknown reascai vhy certain organs of the boefy atrophied 
and lapsed into dormancy. That’s whBt happened to the Radiosynthetic Organs 
which originally handled the Radiation so efficiently, that it completely sus¬ 
tained the Human Temple in vigorous health. In that glorious day of no doc¬ 
tors and no sickness, man lived a thousand years. 

The evil l^it of eating physical food for pleasure, forced these aeri¬ 
ferous organs into retirement, as the body adjusted its mechanism to meet the 
n&fJ condition — or perish. Instead of dropping dead in his tracks, man dies 
slowly by degrees, and science calls it "aging”. 



TliE AGI^^^G PK)CESS 

Scierice does iDt urderslard the cause of the Aging process. The great Dr. 
Alexis Carrel said the bcxiy "changes”instead of vearing out. Here's what he 
stated: 

"The bcxiy seems to nold itself on events. Instead of wearing out ((tying), 
it changes. Our organs always improvise means of meeting every new situation; 
and these ineans are such that they tend to give us a maximnn duration (under 
the circumstances). The physiological processes always incline in the direction 
of the longest survival" (lian The Unknown). 

The element of Time has no effect on the living organism. The turning of the 
earth on its axis nieans noth^ to a bcxty that is repaired and renewed every min¬ 
ute of its existence. It neither wears nor ages — but it changes; and these 
"changes" my be briefly considered under three main heads, viz." 

1. Change in the organs and glands under the law of vital adjustment; 
2. Causing changes in their functions, and 
3. Change in the q\iality of the bones, cells and tissues. 

This is the Aging Process. The bocty gently sinks in a slow cxurse of de¬ 
generation instead of dying suddenly, giving the body a maximum duraticn under 
the cnrcunstances, as Carrel said^ 

1. The changes in the organs and glands cause them to fall belcw par and, 
iji time, some lapse into a state of dooniancy cr semi-dormancy. The others must 
increase in size and function to compensate for this loss, putting a strain on 
them as the body struggles to live under the handicap it is forced to face d\ie 
to man's evil habits. 

2. The changes in fuctions resulting frcjn the cihange in organs and glands 
are ncBnerous and for the irarse. A state of slow deterioration begins, and its 
syirptccns are what (doctors are trained to regard as "diseases". In time these 
crhanges appear as cdironic disorders and atrophied or hypertrc>phied organs and 
glands. Then comes surgerv to "cxorrecrt" the condition. 

3. The (Change in quality of cells and tissues appears in that condition of 
weakness called Old Age, where and when the activity and elasticity of youth 
are sucx^eeded by the slowness and stiffness of decrepitude. 

THE RIVER 01 DEATH 

As the River Of Life returns to the heart from its swift journey thru the 
b^y, it's then literally the River of Death. It is very dark in color, enlarged 
with poisons cjollected from cells and tissues, the most dangerous of whi(di is 
carbonic acid gas or carbon dioxide. 

The stream new flews from the right ventricle of the heart, thru the pulmon- 
diy artery into the Great Aeriferous Organs that fill the entire chest, there to 
disciTarge its cargo of poisons, and to be purified and replenished with new, 
fresh bioexi, condensed from Radiation in the lungs, the bocty's most vital pro¬ 
cess that imist occar quickly and nevpp fail, or Life in the Hunan Teiiple will 
instantly end — in what medic:s call "heart attack", but know not its cause. 
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Here's tiie place vdiere micih of 'Gne bock's degoieratian begins and occurs^ 
and never ends. It’s due to the qualily of the air the lungs niust vse to nate 
fresh blood to replenish the River Of life. 

Respiraticn is a dml process from which rises either life or Death, de¬ 
pending on vhat occurs in the Aeriferous Organs of the body. 

Inspiration—to Live, to carry Life into the body; and Eviration—^to 
die, 130 carry death out of the body—^literally and not figuratively. 

Inspiration nay carry Death into the bo<^ in tte fcm of poisoned air in 
the lungs. Thousands died quickly in Hitler's gas chanhers in World War H. 
Millions are dying, nostly by (Agrees, all over the world, from the evil ef¬ 
fects of x»lluted air, whild being treated by doctors for "diseases” they do 
not have. 

The condition of the air in this decadent civili2ation grows worse by the 
year^ This vas noticed by a wise physician, vho said that 98% of all disorders 
now treated by medics as "diaeasesi*, are sinply the synptoros of the bocty's 
natural reaction to the jxoUiJted state of the atno^here. 

Dr. lewis Bums examined blood specimens of 25,000 persons in a study of 
the evil effects of carbon monoxide in the blood, and found 1hat — 

"Carbon monoxide gas enters the blood thru the lungs and mixes with the 
hemoglobin to such extent, ttat the blood cEmnot perfcrm properly its regular 
function of carrying oxj^en g^s to Ihe body cells." 

Bums showed that henoglbbin has a special affinity for carbon monoxide 
gas app?QxiiiHtely 300 times greater than for oxygen gas. The amount of carbon 
monoxide absorbed ^ the hemoglobin is equal to the amount of ccQ^gen displaced. 
While carbon monoxide readily displaces GOQrgen, the reverse is not the case, 
to this difference depends largely the evil effects of carbon monoxide poison¬ 
ing, resulting often in paralysis, strokes, and occasionally in sudden death. 

When (^bon monoxide combines with hemoglcbin of the blood, it forms a 
compound difficult to re doe. This ccrapound is not an oxygen carrier, and 
death may occur suddenly from suffocation due to lack of oxygen, re^idless 
of the feee entry of suitable air into the lungs. But usmlly feese victims 
die by "agin^' d carbon ntinoxide poisoning, while being treated by medics for 
some "nysterious disease" not under*stood. 

Most deadly poison of all is that vhich flows from the lungs in the process 
of Expiration—yet this receives little attention. 

Ebhaled air is charged with many poisonous gases and acids of the body, 
eliminated thin the lungs. An adult poisons nearly a bairelfull of air each 
time he exhales, and each person in a room needs 3000 cubic feet of fresh air 
an hour. Exhaled air is wDree vhen it canes ffem the lungs of smokers, flesh- 
eaters and sickly persons. 

The air of the average hcuB, especially in the cold zone, becones polluted 
almost bejond ctesc3?iption x-^ien c^d weather makes iiriracticable adeqiate venti-' 
lation. And doctors warn people to beware of that 'deadly draft of fresh air." 
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To the poisonous gases ejd^ed by persons in tte hone must be added the 
poisonous furos of codify in the )d.tch^, naybe the deadly fumes of a gas 
rangje, and the deadly tobacco smoke in most hones, viere men smcke, and even 
ladies; and that polluted edr renains in the hone aU winter, 

Inagine the kind of air that flows into the lungs at each inspiraticn, 
to be condensed into blood to keep life in the body. Then people wcnder wly 
they are sick, nervous, weak, have aches and pains—and medics claim it's due 
to germs, viruses, etc. 

When a few of the facts 6u?e known, it's easy to understand viiy nan sinks 
in degeneratiCTi and dies by degrees long before he should. And it’s all sxch 
a mystery to science. 

Only the marvellous perfection of the body, in function and adjustment, 
makes it passible for nan to live even a ^ort life in the polluted air of his 
environment, witdi a volume of blood in his body eqial to alrost cne-tenth of 
its weight, that must be constantly renovated and renewed in the lungs in the 
steady life-pr^xiess of expiration and inspiration that cannot stop for three 
minutes witdiout death resulting. 

The speed of the circulation of the blood keeps nan fixm dropping dead 
in his tracks. And that fete does often happen, and the nystdfied medics tern 
it "heart attack". 

In the constant, swift flow of the ^fe Fluid thru the lungs, it is able 
to discharge its dangerous cargo consisting chiefly of carbon dioxide. And 
this is the most connon of the deadly gases in homes, hospitals, stores, of¬ 
fices, ete., filled with people whose regular exhalations steadily pollute the 
air with the most deadly ®is known—a condition seldom noticed by the medics. 
Yet this ^s has the rame of killing nan quicker than any other poison. Quicker 
than the venom of the most dangerous reptile. 

The presence of this ^s cannot be detected by the senses. It is odorless, 
colorless, and tasteless. Conhined with hydrogen gas, it fonts the fire-danqt 
that sends hrave miners to the grave, and is the most feared of all under¬ 
ground demons. 

The atmosphere contains about one part of carbcm dioxide to 2500 parts of 
air “ a very small proporticn. But this is heavy, sinks to the ground and 
settles in low places. 

When there are -three parts of -this gas to 100 parts of air, a drowsy feel¬ 
ing is exponienced, and can be relie\«d only by fresh air. When present in -the 
panoportion of four ptarts to 100 p)arte of air, it is a fe-tal pxjiscn. When pre¬ 
sent in larger prcqxrticns, it's quick and i-t’s fatal effect, with no hopes of 

recovery. 

A nan went into a well in si^tt of his family. He failed to respond to a 
call and they found him dead in the bo-ttom of the well. His demise had been 
instantaneous. 

Sewer gpis is largely coiposed of this poison. A nan descended thru a man¬ 
hole into a sewer but a few feet below ground level. Not returning in due time, 
another man went after him. When he failed to return, a third started to en-ter, 
but was s-topped by a fourth. Ihe first two were found dead, having died in¬ 
stantly. 
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Deadly carbon dioxide is present in charge drinks, in soda voters, bev¬ 
erages, "soft” drinks of all kinds, in beer, in fermented flui^, in cakes, 
bread, baking-powder oookjery, self-rising flour po^oducts, and in aU fermenting 
products. 

Air exhaled frcaxi the lungs contains a large proportion of carbon dioxide. 
If exteled air is inhaled again and again, as it is in most homes and hospitals, 
the proportion of carbon dioxide constantly increases and the air becomes more 
dangerous to breathe. 

Ihat* s people die in their sleep, and why nary patients develop 
nonia in hospitals, especially after surgery. Their bodies are poisoned with 
anesthetics administered to the nerve system sufficiently to nake the hcx^ 
insensible to pain, and, in addition to this poisoning is tfie carbon dioxide in 
Ibe air. Iixjky are Hey who get out ailive. 

Prinaiy syntptoirs of mild oarbon dioxide poisoiing are sensations of nerv¬ 
ousness, wea3<ness, drowsiness, sneezing, coupling, colds, headache, laryngitis, 
diphtheria, etc. The "siaple cold” evolves from the ”5imple mind" of the medics. 
Ihey would junp hi^ier than a kite if they knew v^t that "simple cold” signi¬ 
fies. 

To prolong its duration under adverse conditions, the bo<fy adapts itself to 
a very vitiated atmosphere, vhich naturally results in a changing sirOdng pro¬ 
cess called aging. Ihat is what the body steadily does in the polluted air of 
civilization, plus the evil habits of man. 

As a resiilt of the power of adaptation of the body, man is soon able to 
breathe, without apparent discomfort, air so polluted tlnat it seemed intoler¬ 
able when he first-entered it. 

This is the condition the medics term "immunity." You weaken a man till 
he cm*t fi^it to defend himself when you kick him, and he’s "iimiune" to the 
kicking. It does not affect him. That is medical "imnunity". 

According to this medical theory of "imiiranity", man beccroes "imirune" to 
conditions that do not kill him instantly. Ba just dies slowly by degrees, by 
aging, and in the slow, d^dng process the bocy presents symptoms of its suffer¬ 
ing, called "disease" by the medics, and treated as though these symptoms of 
the aging process were evil agents trying to destroy the body. 

This adaptation of the body to meet evil conditions occurs at the expense 
of a depression of all vital functions. This "aging pr^ess’' is just the hx^’s 
slow decline as it dies by inches—v^iile treated by medics as "diseases" which 
these sad victims of ignorance do not have. 

There’s a limit to v^t the body can endure. Han does not understand the 
body’s signals that polluted air is killing it by inches. He takes poisonous 
"remedies" to "kill" his friends that are telling him he’s living in danger. 
All these remedies do is to poison the body more and hasten its end. 

The body’s power of achptation was well illustrated in an experiment con¬ 
ducted by Claude Bernard, but disregarded by medics. He shewed that if a bird 
is placed under a cup of glass of such size that Hie air in the ^ass will sus¬ 
tain the bird for three hours, and if that bird is removed at the end of two 
hours, when it could have lived another hour in the polluted air in the glass, 
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and a fresh, vigprous bird is pvit in its place. Idle latter will die instantly. 

This renarkable ejqperiiiBnt showed (1) how ejdialatiais of tdie organism poi- 
sen the air, eind (2) how the body adapts itself to tolerate poisoned air. 

Ihat is the ability of the boefy which enables man to drag out a miserable 
existence of aches and pains for 40 or 50 years in polluted air tfat would 
quickly kill a wild nan of the forest if he suddenly walked into it and did not 
quickly retreat. 

This proves there is no such thing as building up the boefy's power to "re¬ 
sist disease". It works the other vay. 

■pie booty's power of adaptation enables people to live constantly in pollu¬ 
ted air, and apparently suffer northing more than coughs, colds, sore throat, 
lay fever, influenza and other ailments as a result, which are treated by the 
nedics as evil agents that are trying to destre^ the body. Ihey are signals 
that the body is degenerating due to "the evil effects of polluted air. 

We are telling the reader how and vhy his lungs are ebnaged while he is 
only a child, and wly the chief oauses of "children's diseases" and death in 
clTildren, up to the 9th year, are disorders of the air organs. 

Sixty to 80 times a minute during nan's life-time, the poiscsied River Of 
Death flews from the heart into the billions of air-cells of the lungs, in 
which the most vital of all the lody's functions occurs. Life or death depends 
on that functicn. 

I'to is made to live, nert to die. The cause of degeneratioai and decrept- 
tude and death spring frem the envirenment, the treatment of the bexly, the 
evil habits of man, and the poisonous remedies of the nedics. 

The degeneraticn of the body can be parevented only by the condition of the 
living Water that turns the Wheels of life. If the Stream is polluted in the 
Imgs when it flows there for purification, that starts 1±»e degenerative pro¬ 
cess. Pollute the blood roesre, and the body's functions becane that abncamal 
state which meches call "disease". 

Ifan may be wreak, nervous, pale, anemic; he irey be suffering frem cancer, 
ulcer, tumor or other dreadful ailm^t; but when a nooralized blood stream be¬ 
gins to flew thru his body, all ailments, regardless of name, disappear as if 
by magic, and all parts and organs of the bex!^ show improvement. 

BREATHING 

The life Functicn is Breathing, not Eating. Air cones long before food. 
Even hibernating aninals that sleep aH winter, must ha\re air or pjerish. 

The TmgR are the life Organs, not the Stoiach. The life line is the Spi¬ 
nal Oord, not the alinentary canal. The Oord begins in the IfedulTa Oblongata 
of the brain and sends tiny life-oarrying agents (nenres) to all piarts and 
esr^ns of the body. 

Man is devoid of all sensation when unconscious. It is as if he were dead; 
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yet his body is alive. But life ends instantly vhen pressure on the tfeduUa 

inhibits re^iration. No breathing, no living. 

The most vital functicn is breathing, and the nost vital parts of the bod^ 
are the breathing or^ns, filling the chest, and the tfeduUa, situated in the 
posterior and lowea>-iiDSt region of the skull, smller than the other cranial 
portions, yet most inportant of all so fer as living is concerned. 

It is surprising to knew that in all medical research, there’s nothing on 
air and breathing worthy of mention until Aristotle (384-322 B.C.). He slid 
the pi^pose of breathing was "to draw air into the body to cool the blood." Lit¬ 
tle did he know that blood is condensed air. 

The five hundred years passed befcare this sti5)id theory spawned the felenic 
dog[ia (131-210 A.D.) that ".lir introduced into the body by breathing served to 
regulate, to maintain, to temper, and to reficigerate the heat of the heart." 

And there the function of respiration rested for nearly 1500 years. Not 
until 1668 did the life Function receive any mare attention. Then John Mayow 
(1643-1679 A.D.), English chemist and physiologist, shocked science by announc¬ 
ing his discovery in air of an element he called Spirituos Nitro-aereus, He said; 

"In respiraticn an aereal something essential to life passes into the blood 
(from the air). These vital particles having been extracted by the blood frem 
the air, the air expelled by the lungs is unfit to breathe a^in." 

Lhtil then, scioTce had regarded air as a simple element, containing no¬ 
thing of inporlance. 

No mere was known about the Life Function until some three centuries ago. 
Lfeyow’s discovery was so sli^tly regarded by medical art, that it was ignored 
for more than a hundred years. The Secret Of Living lay exposed before the Holy 
Medical Hierarchy and received no notice. 

In 1766 Joseph Rciestly re-discovered ffeyow's Nitro-aereus. In his research 
in "pneumatic chemistry" he isolated a gas he termed OjQ^gen, and shewed science 
that air is a conplex mixture of important ^ses and not a simple element. 

Rciestly termed Qxyg^ "dephlogisticated air". Scheele called it Empyreal 
Air. Then in 1782 Lavcisier, French chemist, showed that Ltiyow’s Nitro-aereus 
was Cbq^gen, thus throwing more li^t cn the Life Function, but still failing to 
see the vital importance of respiration. 

In 1784 Henry Cavendish produced water by ej^loding a mixture of l^drogen 
gas and oj^rgen ^s. This revealed somewhat the conposition of water; but its 
exact nature still is unknown. Dr. N. E. Campbell, in his book titled: "Physics 
—The Elements", in 1920, said: "We know far less about the ccsnpositiOTi of 
water than wje do about some or^nic compaunds with a name a yard long." 

Cavendish's work in producing water disclosed the secret of what occurs to 
air in the Iw^, but of course he never dreamed Uat the River Of life is paco- 
duced in a similar namer from Radiation by condensing action of the lungs. 

Dr. l*Jra. Prout (1785-1850), English physician, was the first in modern times 
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to divine the eleneiital ^ses from vdiich he said all otter substaices are ccn- 
stxtuted. But science disregarded his findings. 

About a century ago, tte secret of the blood's ccnposition beg^ to unfold 
Er. Gustav tegnus discovered ^ses in the fluid. Ihtil then science con¬ 

sidered the Sangjiinary Stream to be ccnposed of vAiat nan eats and drinks. It 
was not even faintly suspected that blood was conposed of gases which constitute 
the earth's atmosphere. 

Until sene 60 or 70 years ago, medical art had regao^ded air as so danger- 
"the sick, that vAien the medic arrived, after a <juick examiraticn of the 

patient, he ordered windows closed and fastened down, and all cracks plugged 
with cotton to keep cut tte "deadly air". He also had heavy blankets hung 
around bed so as little air as possible could contact tte patient. It's 
surprising more of the victims did not die under such conditions. ft>of. Alonzo 
dario, of tte New York College of Physicians and Surgeons, said: 

"Physicians have hurried to the grave thousands vdio would have recovered 
had they been left to nature" (Densnore, p. 205). 

^ It took Dr. &:em^ of Germaiiy over 50 years to convince medical art that 
air is good for the sick. The doctors of America were determined not to let him 
have credit for that "discovery". They sent one of their leading li^s into 
tte New York mountains on a "fishing trip", and he "discovered" fredi air is not 
dangerous. Ha said it was actually gcxxi the sick. 

AljiDSt another century vas to pass before medical art would re^rd air 
si^ficiently iupcrtant to life to make a study of it. Then in 1924, for the 
first time, seme physicians, working at -the St. Icuis Infireary in connection 
with the Washington University, decited from their studies of 1000 persons that 
better health and longer life for the middle aged "may be achieved by naintain— 
ing tte proper level of cwygen consurption in the body." 

At long last medical art recorded it worth vhile to know a little something 
about the relationship of air to the body. But the Tuiowledge arrived too late. 
Text-boeiks had been written and medical assumptions were settled and fixed. 
Life vas just "the expa?ession of a series of chemical changes" (Dr. Vfai. Crsler). 

That is -the Taw that governs medical art, and there this subject remains in 
restful repose so far as medics and their trustful patients are concerned. 

EATING 

The talk of the medics and their bcxjks make one think the bottemn has been 
reached in the matter of "nutrition". The world is unaware that all the medics 
know about what teppens to the food man eats is a hypothesis that evolved from 
certain observations by Dr. Win. Beaumont in 1830. Prior to that time medical 
art vas an total darkness as to the mat Lei*; and it vas not known whether the 
storach vas- 

1. A stev»-pat that cooked 1he food; 
2. A grinder that pulverized the fexad; 
3. A nash-harrel that femented the food; or 
4. A vat in vhich food vas nascerated and dissolved. 
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That vas the foundaticn of "nutriticn" in 1830, and but little incape is 
known now. The nEdics think nan eats to nourish his body, and contend idet 
food should be well cooked to "aid the process of digestion". How it would 

shock them to be told there is no such process. 

Beaumont hal a patient with a gun-shot wound in his stcnach that developed 
into a fistula form tiat would not heal. Ife hired the man to work for him so 

he could continue to experiment on him to learn what happens to vhat eats. 
He peeked thru the hole in the nan’s stomach to see vhat the stonach did to the 

food. 

From these observations evolved the hypothesis of (1) digestion, (2) ab¬ 

sorption, and (3) assimilation which succeeded the four preposterous theories 
listed above. We admit the three siibsequent assvBDptions are much more sensible 

than the four they superseded. Vfe ^all notice them; 

1. Digestion: Tb separate or dissolve in stonach and intestinal canal, 
as food; to reduce to minute particles fit to enter the lacteals and circulate 

in the blood; to convert to chyne (Dictionary). 

2. Absorption: One of the vital organic functions, which conveys to the 
circulatory system the materials of nutrition, by means of the lacteals, and 

the effete particles of the body by means of the lymphatics (Dictionary). 

3. Assimilation: To perfonn the act of converting food to the substance 

of the body (Dictionary). 

These three hypotheses, evolved frcan Beaumont's observations, are strictly 

speculative, yet are presented to the world and tau^t in schools as fact not 

even to be questioned. 

The third process, assimilation, is that vMch is said to transform the 
food cne eats into flesh and blood. Prof. Chittenden said this "involves a 
chemical alteration or change aJdn to Idat of bringing the dead to life." This 

caused Dr. H. M. Sheltcn to declare; 

"Vfe can no nore explain today how food material is changed into living hu¬ 

man flesh and blood than ooxold the lovest savage of a thousand years agp." 
(Natural Diet Of Man. p. 49). 

The theca?y of the Bark Ages that the Sun revolved around the Earth is no 
greater fallacy than the scientific assun^ion relative to the sustentation of 
the huiran body. The change of food material into living f3.esh and blood is an 
assumed transformation tlat never occurs. 

The evidence of ya^s of experience shows that all the body uses of the 
food material nan eats is just the fediation it contains; and that Radiation 
is what science terms VITAftINS. 

Now we know vhat VTIAfllNS are. They are that n^^erious element in food 
material vhich heating and cooking drive out of the naterial in the fotrm of 
^ses, after vhich the food is worthless and forms the filthy feces discharged 
by the body thru the anal canal. 

Tt> illustrate: If we plant a potato in the ground it will grow and repro- 
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cijcff itself. But if the potato is heated before planting, it vriLll rot in the 
groi^. The heat drove Ihe life Element (Vitandns) ftyan the potato in 1die form 
of invisible gas. That is fentamDrphic Radiation. 

Ctaoked food, as advocated by raedioal art, will not siqjport the body. That 
vas discovered in a test 50 years a^ on 6000 nen selected for their exceptional 
vigor and reported by Alfred McCann in the New York Globe in May, 1915. In 
than 15 months 4000 of the men were dead, and the rest sinking fast, but saved 
by feeding them raw food. 

Heating and cooking drive out of food so much of the I^diation, that vhat 
is left is insufficient to meet the body's needs. All vho subsist on the regu¬ 
lar cocked diet are saved from death by the little raw food they eat. But they 
suffer, and the syn^ytans of their suffering the medics term "disease" and treat 
the syiiptcn© as if they were evil agents trying to kill the victims. 

■nie food man eats, minus tfie Radiation, is what passes frcm the bowels as 
stinking, rotting feces. This ^ows that most of vhat people eat gpes down the 
sewer, and is very expensive sewage. little would be left to leave the body as 
rotting filth if \dat people ate were clanged into flesh and blood, as errone¬ 
ously taught by science. 

The "waste of the body" is not eliminated thru 1he bovrels, as science 
teaches. The "waste" of the body is a form of I^diaticn, leaving the body in 
three states, viz.: (1) ^s, (2) vapor, and (3) fluid. 

Science terms the processes of the body as Hiysiology. Another fallacy. 
The correct term should be Radiology. 

A new World was discovered wdldi the splitting of the atan. That great event 
change the World of Riysics into a Wbrld of Shadowrs, exploding the Wbrld of Phy¬ 
siology and spawning the World of Radiology. But it wall take a century and more 
for science to rise eibove its Material ^-Jcrld of Physics. 

Vfe know now ihe entire Ihiverse is knit together by a Oosndc Plexus of 
Ffemtamorphic Radiation, and all fomB of substance, frcm gases to rocks, are 
gradient degrees of condensation of this plexus. Oie force binds together the 
diva?se elements of matter; aivl in Radiation every created form rises, lives, 
moves, and has its being. 

If wre in this see further 1han others do, it's because we stand on the 
shoulders of giants, and harbor no pet theories more precious tlan facts. 

FOOD THE KIUER 

In the 19th century a group of eminent physicians in Europe na e a study 
of food and feeding, and issued this statenent; "WE EAT TO LIVE AND WE EAT TO 
DEE. 

That statement is confirme cby the ur^ejudiced report of every investi^- 
ticn nade of the natter. 

Tfe referred to Dr. Fbuling who said, "Ibn is potentially iinnartal. His 
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tissues autonatioaUy replace thonselves. He is a self-regulating, self-re¬ 
pairing machine; yet he becones decrepit and dies, and the reason is a nystery.” 

The reason appears to be a mystery only to those who dislike or refuse to 
recognize the facts. That reason is the killing treatment the body receives. 

The findings of researchers indicate tfat aging and death are not natural. 
The fault is not in the body but in nan’s treatment of the body. 

The Press of Nbv. 25, 1962, carried an interesting account referring to 
this matter, with large headline letters shouting, "Y(XJ WILL LIVE FOPEVER". 

Hat's the gcal of milliDns and how to ^in it is the desire of the world. 
It seems science is finding the fringjs of the nystery. 

This account stated that Dr. Richard Gordon, and his team of scientists, 
wcodcing at the research laboratory of the Monanto Chanical Go. in St, Louis, 
discovered that "an acid called tryptophan causes growth and aging." 

This acid is one of the chemicals present in pa^otein. Gordon found that it 
stimulates the Pituitary Gland in the brain and "helps to produce honiDnes need¬ 
ed for nornal growth." 

The account continued: When these scientists "extracted all the trypto- 
phanic acid from foods fed to chickens, the fowls at once ceased growing (and 
aging) — even vhen they ate all the food they needed. ... 

"Arresting the growth of the chickens did not change later growth patterns 
— it only halted physical developiient for the time the acid was withheld. If 
the experiment could be applied to hunans, a person would (regulate his life and) 
grow to a chosen age — 39, 40, 50 — and stay forever at that age." 

Lfeocvelous; and this seems quite simple. This factcr should be explca?ed to 
the very bottom. For the path seems to lead to that grand state of "eternal 
existence- and eternal knowledge" mentioned by Herbert Spencer. 

At this point the account makes a surprising observation: "Not all the 
facts are presented here, as the Federal Government Las thrown a wall of sec¬ 
recy around the research program. The U. S. Department of Health, Education 
and Vfelfare (Controlled by the A.M.A.) is now sponsoring development of the parr>- 
ject." ... 

There you are; the same old trick. Ihe A.M.A. is alwaj/s reacfy to block 
any project that nay dimiinish the mercenary benefits of physicians and surgeons. 
For they make no money on good health and long life. If tliey did, bad heeilth 
would disappear and the life-span would increase to startling figures. 

We are closing in on another phase of the nystery. We are learning why 
the Creator forbid nan to either eat or drink, thus changing the clean tube ex¬ 
tending thru the body from mouth to anus, called the alimentary canal, to a 
filthy, stinking sewage channel. 

If we ate no food conlziining tryptophan, that felts the aging process of 
the body v^ich produces decrepitude and premature demise of nan.. Why not go 
on in the sane direction and eat nothing at all — and live for thousands of 
years in tdie flesh? 
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LIVING wrfflour eatins 

In Psy:hic Gbserver for May 1963, Ool. A, E, Powell ted a surprising story 
titled ’’Living Without Eating”, in vdiich ]« said: 

“Preposterous as it nay seem — at least to those vdio have not looked into 
the natter — the idea that it nay be possible for humans to live and maintain 
health and energy without eating, sometimes without even drinking, I propose to 
try and show that there is a growing basis of valid evidence that Living With¬ 
out Eating is not only theoretically possible, but is being done, ri^t up to 
today, ny file having records of 30-odd cases of individtels not eating, up to 
50 or more years. ... 

’’Ihe Press of J^uary 5, 1954, reported that Drs. Paul M. lau^xtcn and D. 
C. MsrtiiiEr, Canadian National Research Council, shaced Itet leaves of sxjgar 
beets changed air into solid wood in 10 seconds, vMle carbon dioxide changed 
into solid cellulose. 

’’This suggests that if sanething in the atmosphere can be changed into wood 
it is oonceivable ttet it could be changed also into flesh and blood. 

’’Ihe atmosphere ccnrtains oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon, probably other 
^ses, and minute particles of nunerous substances. But it is h^d to credit 
that these could becone fle^ and blood, which conToins minerals. Then, v^ere 
do minerals cane from? 

"This brings us to v^t nay well prove to be one of the greatest, most sig¬ 
nificant discoveries of all time — the existence, nature, and function of what 
have come to be known as Cosmic Fays. 

“Orthodox Science admits that Cosmic Rays exist, but at present claims to 
know little about them. 

“Ibr information on Cosmic Rays, ttieir effect on hunan — and pej?haps all 
life — in furnishing Vitality, prcmoting health and curing disease, v>a turn to 
Georges lakhovsky, a Russian-bom scientist and medical doctor, v^o lived and 
worked in the U.S.A. 

“His classic book, “The Secret Of Life“, had a hard time getting into the 
U.S owing to medical opposition; and even now is being delayed in reprinting 
for nany months. 

”Ia)chovsky^s liiesis is ttet 'body growth and naintenance depand not on food, 
but on Oosmic Rays, the body itself being a condensation of these Rays’, vhich 
are said to be ’streams of substance of ultra-sonic fctrm, which condense into 
minerals’ as they contact the earth’s atmosphere. 

“This datum he deduced by measuring the amount of iron in unicellular or- 
g^Giisms, kept in sealed tubes. After a period of time, he found that, as the 
cells multiplied, the iron-content of the or^uiisms increased. 

“He carried cut also a number of e:q)eriinents on plants, vhich have been 
repeated, confirming his results, by other scientists in Eurx:q^ and America, and 
viiich are so epoch-making that they should have rocked to iheir foundations or¬ 
thodox medical and health science. 
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"In tte Orient, for ages past^ Hindu Yogis have naintained tJat our life 
and energy are not derived frcm chanical forces released by assimilation of food, 
but frcjin an invisible foroe vdiich Idiey named prara, and Hiey have devised nany 
practices, notably special methods of breathing, to augment Hie intaJce of Rnana 
and thus proicrte health* These practices are tacwn as Prunayana, usually trans¬ 
lated as "Breath Control", tdiou^ a mere accurate translation woiJ.d be Control 
of Rrana 

''Yogis claim that it is possible so to increase absorpticn of Prana or Vit¬ 
ality, that they can live for long p^iods, or even indefinitely, without eating 
any physical food at aU, or even drinking. . 

"I>c- GeoQ?ge W. Crile told a gathering of nedical men, *What we eat is radia¬ 
tion; our food is so lajch-quanta of radiant erergy* This all-inportmt radia- 
tdan, vjhich releases electrical currents for the body’s electric^ circuit, the 
nerve system, is given to food by the sin’s rays. ... Atoms are filled with 
solar radiant. ... Atons full of energy are taken as food. .... The atcras are 
discharged in the botjy* s protoplasm, the radiation furnishing chemical enerar, 
electrical currents. ’ 

"The ’VegjetOTian-Hygienijrt’, Sept. 1962, stated that, at a recent conven¬ 
tion of the Airerican Association for the Advanoeirent of Science^ an out-standing 
plart-jhysiologist reported that it will be known sane day how we derive life- 
giving energy from sinli^ instead of fron food. 

"We new cone to the clinax of our Non-Eating Thesis — actual recorded 
cases of ^ople who live and have lived nornal lives without eating, often with¬ 
out drinking, for periods i?) to 50 or nore years, which cfata have been coUected 
from many sources, and are here abridged to their essoce: 

"1. — Giovanni Succi for 10 years traveled thru Europe giving esdvibitions 
on festing, being in the public eye day and ni^t. He fasted 80 peri^ of 30 
days and 20 of 40 days, total 3200 days without eating (Ripley in Believe It Or 
Not, Jan. 25, 1938). 

"2. — Jekisiel Laib, Grockbo, Poland, fasted 6 days a week for 30 years, 
each Saturday taking bread and water (Ripley in Believe It Or Not, Jan. 16, 
1934). 

"3. — An Indian Yogi spent 6 months in a brick and cement grave without 
food or fluid. Vhen the grave was opeied, in the presence of professors and 
college teachers, he was awate, his beard had not grown, he looked just as he 
did \7t)en he entered the grave. Hale and hearty, he raised his hand in saluta¬ 
tion to the 100.000 gathered to welcane him. 

"4. Itmi Shri Mierilalji, Jain priest, took water cnly for 259 d€ys. 
Press of Nov. 30, 1934. 

”5. — A British girl 12 years old took water cnly for 12 mcnlhs. Press 
of Oct. 12, 1948. 

"6. — Marlia Nasch, age 44, of St. Paul, Minn., asserted she had 
eaten nothing for 7 years. Press of Feb. 6, 1937. 

"7 - “ Yang Mel, Chinese girl of 20, ate nothing for 9 years, drank very 
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litlie water, lived a ncamal life. Case reported by Q?. T. T. Gan, Chun^dng 
^*^ucipal Hospital. Rress of hfeiy 31, 1948. 

“8. -- Caribala Dassi, sister of Babu lantojosr, pleader of Purdlia, 'has 
been living for the past 40 years without taJdng food or vater, and has done 
her regular household duties with no ^parent injxjry to her health. India's 
Message, Jai. 1932. 

Angelina van der Flies fasted 35 years. Modem Iraves 6 Fishes, by 
Er. Ihilip Ibley, Direetor of California Society for Psyshical Research. 

”10. — EhanalaJc ShumL, Marcara, India, age 18, for o\«r a yeartook no 
food or water; leads nctiia^ healthy life. At 14 appetite diminished till she 
coild not assimilate anything. Indian Govemnent sent her to be e7<amined at 
the Bangilore General Hospital, Baiiay. Press, Aug. 20, 1953. 

"U. - Gfci Ifala, Bahar, Vfest Bengal, now over 70 years old, has taken no 
food nor fluid since she was 12, but as a child ^ lad an insatiable appetite. 
Ifas never been sick, is an ej^ert in Rcarajiana and Yoga, always gay, looks like 
a child, does normal house wcrk, has no bcxlily encretions. Herc:ase was invest¬ 
igated by the late Sri Bijey Qiand l^tab, Materajah of Burden. 

”12. — Iherese Nevinan, Bavarian Peasant, born 1898, has taken no food, no 
vater and no sleep since 1926; is not thin or sickly, vjorks in her garden, and 
is described as one of the lappiest of persons. Aberree, May, 1980. 

"13. — Judah Mshler, Grand Ralhi, 1660-1751, for 41 years ate and drank 
sparingly one day a week only, broke his fast about 12 times a year on Jewisli 
holidays; led busy life as Rabbi of 3 cKsnunities, lived to be 91 (Ripley's Be¬ 
lieve It Or Not). 

”14. — Janet Mclaod ate no food for five years. 

"15. — Josephine Durand, Geneva, took no solid or liquid for four years. 

"16, ~ Asplenia Schrier, Beme, Switzerland, took no focxl cr liquid for 
five years. 

"17. — Louise Gussie ate nothing for three years. 

"18. — Marie Fnirtner, Baverian girl, lived on only water for 40 years; 
was under observation for a tine in Munich in 1835. 

"19. — Ste. Mariana de Jesvjs, the 'White lily of Quito', lived without 
food cr drink for 7 years. 

"20. —Search Magazine, July 1957, in "Iheir Fcxxl Is Ihin Air;, by K. M. 
'felgard listed the following cases of Mcn-Eating: 

"St. lidwine of Schiedam; (21) Blessed Elizabeth of Rent. (22) Ste. Cath¬ 
erine of Siera. (23) Dcnrinica lazaxrd. (24) Blessed Angela of Foligno. (25) 
Louise lateau. (26) St. Nicholas of Flxje, Bruder Klaus, 15th Century hermit, 
abstained from food for 20 years. (27) Shogi Baba, Simla, took but water; tine 
not stated. 
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”28. — Mollie Fancher, Efcwklyn grrl, at 17 becane blind and bedridden for 
50 years, sciaroely ever fr^ frcm pain, did not eat for 9 years. Case attested 
by scientists, judg^, pliysicians, educators. R?of. West said, entire sci¬ 
entific world ^uid know about thdJs case.’ ’Ibey called her the Brooklyn Enig¬ 
ma’, by Olid Sni-di, Psydiid Cbderv*=*^. 

”29. ~ Baiayyogini Sarasvati amia, Indian, for tiiree years li\«d cn rater 
cjily (Oianjishaw D. fetell, F.R.C., In Rosicrucian Digest for June, 1959). 

”30. — Indicative of plausibility of our uein thesis of Ncn-Eating, is 
a tiny e^sin^le from my own life. IXiring the last week of a 3-week fast, I lost 

no wei^xt. 

”31. — A far more instiKtetive exaj!9>le is that of a Doctor I knew, lived 
for two weeks, leading his usral, active, busy life, and he sard he seemed to 
’drew all he needed’ fron the air, laJdng neither food nor fluids and gained 

ei^ pounds in wei^.” 

That’s what Col. Powell had to say about "Living Without Eating”. 

In a London publication, the Occult Ga25Btte for Aug^. 1963, ^Dpeared an 
article by Hsay Caine titled ”ls Eating Necessary?” in which she said: 

”SnBLU children usually have to be coaxed to eat.' It’s aii acquired taste 
(habit) with them. It’s possible they are ri^rt and we are vreng. 

”A distaste for food is especially noticeable in the case of inaginative 
children. Our snail sen, a hi^y imaginative bey of ^six, has hardly eaten' 
anything for two years, and is healthy and vigorous. .... 

*Tvery religious system can present its profhets and seers who, when -^y 
needed inspiraticnal guidance, retired to the desert and either ceased entirely 
to eat for a period of six.or eight weeks, or at least reduced their food to an 
intake we should now re^rd as hifx^sible for maintaining physical life. 

1hB exile they all returned — not cn a stretcher, but with enormaus 
energy and a message vhich has altered the course of world events to a greater 

or lesser degree. . •, • 

”While totally abstaining from food migjit bring the g^test increase ^ 
perceptive intuition and inspiraticn, this seens to be art ideal to be kept m 
mind rather than a practical plan to advocate. But to reducse food coreunption 
without filling the ^p with something even more satisftdng would be to create, 
before anything elses, a disastrous vacu^ of boredem and anxiety. 

”So, it's ijiportant at this point to enphasize how necessary it would be 
for the experimental researcher to cempensate for the lessening intakje of phy¬ 
sical food hy a proportionate increase in mental and inaginative interests. 

”In Kingston there lives a wonderful old man, a TUrk, who has eaten cnly 
apples or pears for forty years, and at the age of 82 has not been ill since he 
practically Pepped eating. His vitality is much greater than that of most men 
of his years, and his need for sleep is far less than theirs. .. 

"The great revolution would be first in-'thirking (for as a man thinketh so 
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is he - Prov. 23:7), If focxi were considered as umecessary, this alone would 
be a trem^^douB step forward, Fran that point the pioieer would begin to ex- 
perinent to discover vdiat was at present a practical necessity for hijnself, Ihis 
would lead to a gradual lessening of food intake, and in sane cases the goal 
of total food abstinence nd^t very well be reached, 

couple of generations of evolution on these lines would probably be all 
ttat would be needed to produce an influoitial number of non-eating people. 
They wcxild be renarkable for their psychic vitality, and a new ideal man would 
be foam* 

’The time nay well core when a child with vhat is now considered a healthy 
appetite will be taken by its anxious mother to a psychiatrist to learn whcJ.t is 
wrong that it would want to eat so much. 

"All eating ray in time cone to be classed as "enctdonal eating’ • It nay 
well be we shall find that fasting, far from being a discipline fraught with 
terroTi is really a natural state in which good health is easily maintained; a 
delicate balance of body and psyche that is far superior to the animalistic ro¬ 
bustness we now re^rd as ncanial and desirable.” . 

It was nan’s own work ttet terminated the Gblcten of tradition, md it 
will be his wcrk that will ressurrect tlat glorioi^ period. For "the thing that 
iHth been, it is that which sl^U be; and that which is done is that which shall 
be done; and there is no new thing under the sun” (Bed. 1:9), 

TURfENG BACK 

The brainwad^ masses never learn the facts and never turn back. But a 
few exceptioral individuals here and there vho make a search for the facts and 
find them, make an effort to refoonn and retuom to the strait and najrrtv path 
tlat leads to a better life (^fet. 7:14). 

Qis of these var& cases cenes before us in the persen of cne Barbara Moore, 
of Lendon, vhose picture and strange story appeared in The London Sunday Qirai- 

icle of June 17, 1951, The accoint said: 

”A wenan of 50, who looks like she was only 30, claimed yesterday that 
hates food, has beaten old age, and e^q^ects to live at least 150 years. She 
has set out to do it by giving up eating. 

”Tl«nty years ago she ate three normal meaQs a day, Slcwly for 12 years 
she reduced her eating until she was keeping fit cn one meal a. day of grass, 
chickweed, clover, dandelion and an occasional glass of fruit juice, 

”Five years ago she switched entirely to juices and raw tanatcDes, oranges, 
grasses and herbs. Now she drinks nothing but a glass of water flavored with a 
few dre^ of lemwi juice to kill the taste of chlorine. 

"She says, ’There’s nuch mere in sunli^t and in air than can be seen with 
Ihe naked eye or with scientific instruments. The secret is to find Ihe way to 
absorb ^that extra — that cosmic radiation — and turn it into food. That*s 

what Ive done.’ 
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^^Each year she goes to Switzerland for the better air and cllnibs niDuntains 
on CL diet of vater from the streanis. ’You see’, ^ e^^plains, ’ray body cells 
and blcod have change! cxaisiderably in carpositim. I’m impervious to heat, 
cold,hunger or fatigue.’ She continued: 

” ’l^int^ or suraner, even in Switzerland, I waar <^y a dicrt sleeved jump* 
er and skirt. In cold weather people stare at me. While they shiver in furs, 
I’m vaarm, I’m as strong as a nan, and need oofily four or five hours’ sleep for 
nanmalrelaxation. As iiiy body is free of toxins, I’m never ill. 

” ’I had to advarce slowly frcxn vegetarianism to uncooked fxuLt and thm 
to liquid, ^^bw I’m working towaixis Oosnac Food (Air). I’ve passed the eating 
stage arri cculd not eat if I desired, as ny alimentary canal has changed con¬ 
siderably. It is no longer a filthy tube and is now unable to handle any fiber. 

” ’ Instead of thinking nv life-span will end in tfen j^ars, I’m growii^ 
youngs* Any one can do the same if they'll try. The tragedy is “^t eatong 
is ore of the great pleasures of life. To stop eating is to experrerre dis- 
ccmfcrt only vhile the body is adjusting itself to the new course, vhich v»s the 
original course. I now find even the odor of food nauseating. ’ ” 

In 1961, a decade after the above story appeared, Morris }<rok, of 
Durban, South Africa, published his book, "The Cmquest Of Disease”, in vhlch 
appeared ”An extract from Dr. Barbara Moore’s speech that appeared in ’’The Life 
Ifetural” published at Ganeshnagar, P^dukottai, S. India (Nov. 1960 i^ue) 
vhich confirms almost everything that has been aid in ’’The Conquest Of Dis¬ 
ease”. This extract appears as follows: 

”By experimenting on myself, I’ve found ttet neither energy nor body heat 
cones from food. It’s a fact, perhaps paradoxical, yet true, that I spent three 
months in the mountains of Switzerland and Italy eating nothing but aiow and 
drinking only snow water. 

”I was climbing mountains daily, not just fasting and sitting dDvmrahd read¬ 
ing a book, or ^zing at the sky. No; I was hiking daily from iry hotel to the 
mountains, often 15 miles, climbing up to seven or ei^t thousand feet, then 
coming down and wal3cing another 15 or 20 miles to ny hotel. 

"During my fasting I climbed mountains daily, and if I could not on account 
of bad weather, I’d walk 50 or 60 miles. That poroved it to me. Year after 
year I’ve done the same thing to find out whether it’s true or not. For one 
year it my work and the next it my not work with the same body. So I’ve done 
it year after yaar and find tint neither energy nor heat of the body comes frcm 
physical focx!- 

"VBien I discovered this I went a step further. I wanted to see vhether I 
could live without food at all, not for two or three months, but for a nuch 
longer period. I found this was also possible, but not quite on an ordinary 
level, as it were. I can do that in the mountains, but it’s more difficult 
when I come down to an ordinary level. I find the air is different. 

”I hope in time to live entirely on air. Meantime, I’m trying to circle 
the glebe, to see more people, and to let more people see me, so as to convince 
them ihat vhat I’ve discovered is true. TLey’ll see tiat I live on a peculiar 
diet. 
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"I'm a very busy person, and have little tine to sleep. I'm never tired 
nor hungry. I can't say I'm inpervious to most of the things pecjple have to 
ccaribat all their lives, but gradually it beccxaes easier to fi^t them off. It's 
worth vAdle trying to discover Ihese things." 

A NEW EPOCH 

According to ancient traditica, nan vbs created the most perfect organiz- 
ation that Creation produced, lacking nothing, needing nothing, wanting nothing. 
He was free from all physical appetites, and although surrcurried by delicious 
fruits arxi linpid streams, yet he had no desire to taste the fruit or quaff the 
water. Moreover, the Creator lad strictly forbidden him either to eat or drink, 
as that would cerrupt the body with decaying filth and he would surely (lie. 
bfen were nere boys when a hundred years old, having none of the infirmities of 
old age, and vhen reacly to pass on to the future life, it was in a gentle 
slunber. 

RrijiEval Rerfeedrion of the Kujian Ifemple was beyond the limit of hianan nat¬ 
ure to preserve; and the Bible says, "And God looked upon the earth, and, be¬ 
hold, it VBS cerrupt; fer all flesh had corrupted his way 15m the earth. Ihe 
wickedness of nan was great in the earth, and every inagination of the thougjrts 
of his heart was only evil continually" (Gen. 6:5, 11, 12). 

In this state of evil and wickedness only cne nan was found VKacthy to be 
chosen to preserve the race. Hat was Noah; and he was 600 years old when the 
Ribi Eteluge passed into history, giving birth to a New Ipoch. 

Ifeturally, the New Epcch was re^rded as progress and inpeoveanent. let us 
review vJat occurred and form a cxmclusion on the findings. 

^fan loves life above everything else. 'Tor vdat is a nan profited if he 
^Tall gain the whole world, and lose his own life?" (tht. 16:26). And the first 
big decline in the life-span was in the case of Shem, Noah's son, at the incap- 
ticik of the New Epoch. 

His life-span was 348 ye^s drarter than his father's, lhat was the first 
appreciable decrease in the life-span from the days of Achm. Ihen from Noah 
down to ^fahor, only ei^it generations, the deedine was a shocking 802 years. 

And so, with the dawning of the New EpcxJi nan begsn to die at an age when 
his fbrefethars still lad been boys. Hat's the story the Bible tells the world 
in the Uth Chapter of Genesis. 

Ihe 10th verse of the ll1h Chapter begins a condensed version of a signi¬ 
ficant period that must have been excerpted from a very ancient scroll. It 
starts with the "Generations of Shem", Noah's sox, and the scribe rushed thru 
ei^t gsneratiens, down to Nahor, viK) lived only 148 years. Ha scribe regard¬ 
ed it uninpertant to state vhy the life-span sank so fast after Noah, He nay 
have had a notive for not presenting that <±ita. 

However, there is evidence to show a remarkable clangs in the ways of man 
began with Noah after the Flocxi. Ihn cxHimenoed to do things he had apfarently 
raver done before. Hie Bible is particular to give it special notice in these 
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words; 

’"Ncah beg^n to be a husbandnon, and he planted a vin€>erd, and be (ate of 
the fruit and) drank of the wine^ and was dninken; and he vas uncovered within 
his tent” (cosrpletely out) (Gen. 9:20, 21). 

A new mDde of living began. The Bible definitely indicates that nan vhs a 
Primeval Breatharian, and did rKrt ccnsuaiH physical food grcwn in the ground. 
For, according to the Bible, man can eat ... only in the sweat of his face. 
This mesans agriculture is a curse, a fell ftOTi a more perfect sta^* to a Icwer 

aiKi iji?)erfect one. 

Man's body was endowed with functional organs, new long dcimBnt frem nen- 
use, that origimlly absorbed from the Sea of Radiation in vhich the Earth 
floats, all the elements needed to sustain him. Those Radiosynthetic Qr^ns 
would do that now ted they not been donnanti25ed by non-use resulting frcrni the 

evil habit of eating physical food. 

There vas sound reason vAiy man had been forbidden either to eat or drink. 
The clean canal that extends thru the body from mouth to anus would becone dis¬ 
torted, distended, and ctenged to a sewage channel, a stinking cesspool, loaded 
with bacteria, filth, and poison that would serioi^ly damage the bo^, causing 
it to sink in decay and death. But man disre^irded the divine w^a?ning ate s^- 
ferte the ccnsequenccs, losing more than 800 years of his precious life in ei^rt 
generatiens- 

E. T. Tfennyson, in his book 'The Diet of Osygen”, noticed this natter in 
these words: 

"While Noah has been ... criticized ... for his drunkenness, the fects 
show that he was ccn^^letely innocent. Why? Because he knew northing at all 
about intoxicating di'inka, ate he ted never heard of such a thing as drunken¬ 
ness. In feet, Noah's fermented grape juice was the very first alcoholic drink 
that had ever existed upon this earth" (p. 27). 

The habit of eating and drinking which appears to have been spawned by ^ 
Noah, seems to have reached its climax in the days when mi^ty Rome v©.s :m its 
glory, with pleasure as the ruling thou^it of the people.. The average life¬ 
span then was only 22 years, the lowest in history. 

It's repulsive to read about the costoci of those Pcn^ians who resorted 
to emetics at Iheir fr^uent banquets. After eating all their stomach could 
hold, they eirptied it in their "vomitorium" so thev could eat again. 

The foolish people did not eat to preserve the body, but for the satisfec- 
tion of their \jnnatural appetite. They ate exclusively for the pleasurable sen¬ 
sation of tasting the food, for sense-gratificaticn, with never a thou^rt of 
the body's needs. The same condition prevails in this civilization. 

And they must have judged themselves extremely clever for naving discovered 
how to circumvent the purpose for which Creatioi designed the alimentary canal. 
And they never suspected there was any relationdiip between their treatmsit of 
their body and its brief duration. Even now medical art fails to notice any 
ccfmecticn between the condition of the body and the treatment it receives. 
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When man is virged to eat freely of well-cooked food to keep his body "well 
nourished", it indicates the medics know notiiing about vAiat really sustains the 
body. Three hundred >ears ago wise men l<new that food does not "nourish" the 
body. 

A book titled Ccsnte De Gabalis, written in 1669 A.D. by N. de Hountfaucon 
de Villars, ccntains the following data: 

Fhiloscphy of Nutidtion — "Nutrition is but little mderstood today, fa? 
it is ccntrolled by a Force outside of thou^t or will. 

"There is an indestructible Force inherent in all natter. Its mode of act¬ 
ion is unchanging and it plays unceasingly i^xan hunanity, acting simultaneously 
in all spheres of being, yet does not ejqpress itself in coicrete form. 

"This Force has the property of stinulating the atons to assume new rela- 
ticnships, and ^Ivanizes the energy latent in doraant cells into a hi^r 
state of action. Food is the (present) medixm thru vdiich this Force acts (now) 
in the human body (but this was not originally the case). 

"During metabolism that atcndc energy is liberated vhich stimulates into 
action those cells (of the radiosjmthetdc or'^ns) whose activity is required 
to carry forward cell evolution. 

"Food, therefore, gives to the body only stinulatim to atonic action (and 
not nourishment). During the process, the food loses none of its pro^rti^, 
but is merely changed into other states or conditions (becaning decai’ing filth 
that damages the body and hastens its demise). 

"At his present stage of evolution, men depends upon food solely because 
he )as not become conscious of the law governing the Foarce vhich imparts atomic 
action to all parts of his or’^nismi. 

"For there is a law which governs the action of this ever flowing stream 
of regenerating current directed upon mattjer. When man, in time, becomes ccn- 
scious (again) of this law, he will be able to assimilate this Force (directly 
fran the air as he did in the Breatharian A^) and will no longer be depenctent 
upon matter for the support of his physical or^nism. 

"The feet that mEin, at a certain period of evolution, will exist without 
taking nourishunent is foretold in an ancient prophecy by the Magi, 'That men 
shall be blessed, no longer needing food' (as in the days of AiamK" 

And so, nearly three oenturies ago there was expounded hy a wise man the 
mystery of Nutrition that taffies science. "Food gives to the bexhy only stimu¬ 
lation to atomic action", and is never "cdianged into living hruenan flesh and 

blood." 

We've cited cases of pec^le now living whiose radiosynthetic cargans are so 
well developed that they eat nothiing, their bexly ataorbing directly from the 
air all it needs to sustain it properly in health. 

A^in the RhMe cxnfimB vhat has been said by stating, "The thing that 
hath been, it is that vhich shall be (again) ... and there is no new thing 
under the sun" (Eool. 1:9, 10). 
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The evidence strongly indicates that we’ve discovered and presented one of 
the basic causes responsible for the shocking decline in the hunan life-span, in 
only eight generations, fran 950 years, the age of ifoah, to 148 years, idle age 
of Nahor. 

The evidence here presented frcxn the Bible indicates the best books for 
those searching for health, deal with fasting not with feeding. These facts show 
the reason why fasting patients recover health regardless of the frightening 
names the medics give to the body’s syuptoms of illness, which synptcms are no- 
thii^ the evidence of. its fight to live under the abuse it receives. Diag¬ 
nosis is another medical fallacy. 

A certain medic who had retired and no longer needed patients for dollars, 
wrote a book, published .Iji 1956, showing that food damages the body. It is a 
surprising thing for a medic to do that, for he had to rise above and depart 
from the teaching of his school. !le had a lady, whose puj.se was 68, eat a po¬ 
tato, and her pulse quickly jumped above 180 — "it just flowed”. 

LAV? OF ADAFTATION 

We've quoted Spencer who wrote, ’’Perfect ccrrespondence would be Perfect 
Life. Were there no changes in the environment but such as the organism had 
adapted changes to meet, and were it never to fail in the efficiency with v^iich 
it met them, there would be Eternal Existence and Eternal }<ix:wledge.” 

Rev. Henry Drunmond then showed that man, by means of his more perfect and 
cor^lete organism, is more fully equipp)ed with ’’adapted cTanges” 'than any other 
animal, to meet, master, or caitrol his Envirorment. He observed: 

’’The copganisra then with the most perfect set of correspondences, that is, 
the highest and most complete organism, has an obvious advantage over less com¬ 
plex forms. It can adjust itself more perfectly and frequently. But this is 
just biological way of saying that it can live the longest. And hence Idle 
relation between ocmplexity and longevity nay be expressed thus — the most can- 
plex organisms are the longest lived.” 

In view of these stateiients, think that sane lowly turtles live 1500 years 
a roan of 80 is rare, and a man of 90 is a wonder, and the centerarian 

little less than a miracle. 

Created objects are adaptations and come into being complete. Nothing is 
added to then nor deducted ft>om them in the course of their entire existence. 

If nan were not originally ciPeated to be a consumer of physical food. Why 
was his organism endowed with an alimentary tract? This question is posed by 
those who know little about the Lai*j of Adaptation and less about the purpose of 
the rudimentary organs in the hunan body^ 

There i^ not a time in the entire existence of the body when all of its 
organs are in action. Those vdiose acticn is not needed because of the condi¬ 
tion under which the body exists, rest in a dormant slate, but ever ready for 
action when their action is needed. 

Creation perforras its work perfectly, and knows the possibilities of all 
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its products, and provides accordingly. It knows wtet nan is designed to do, 
and makes suitable and fittable provisicais for all of his activities. This 
means the hunan organism is fully endowed with all organs it will ever need. 
The organs called into use, perform their allotted functions; and those not 
call^ into use, are pr'esent in a dormant state, eva? ready for use when their 
use is required. 

This expounds the reason why the body possesses dormant organs. Had 
Noah’s body not been endowed with a dormant alimentary cai^, he would have 
draped dead vd^n he first ate grap^ and drank wine. These acts caused the 
alimentary canal to become active. - 

It is proper to notice hare wtet was said relative to these matters by 
that truly great scientist of this.century. Dr. Alexis Carrel. He wrote: 

"There’s a striking contrast between the durability of our body and the 
transitory character of its elanents. Man's body is composed of soft, alter¬ 
able material, susceptible of disintegration in a few hours. But he lasts 
longer than if made of steel. Not only does he last, but he ceaselessly sur¬ 
mounts the difficulties and dangers of the external world, aocoircdating himself, 
imch better than other animals do, to the changing conditicxis of his enviroiment 
(and his evil habits). ... The body seems to mold itself on events. Instead of 
wearing out (dying), it changes (degenerates). The osrgans alvays ir^rovise 
means of meeting every new situation. And these means are such that they tend 
to give us a maximum duration (under the circumstances). 

'*rhe physiological processes, vdiich are the substratum of inner time (ag¬ 
ing), eilways incline in the directic»i leading to the longest survival of the 
individual (under the circumstances). This strange function, this watchful 
automatism, with its specific charactor^, makes possible human existence" (Man 
The Unknown). 

If the body had lacked the ability to adapt itself to man's evil habits, 
had Noah dropped dead when he ate his first grapes and drank his first wine, 
there would have been no more eating and drinking, and the life-span would not 
have decreased from 950 years to 148 years in only eight generaticns. 

,|In spite of the facrt that the Ivjman body is so much more perfect and super- 
ioor* to othec animal bodies, and is able to adjust itself more frequently and 

' fully to changing conditions of environment and human habits, man abuses his 
bcxiy so much that his life-span is far shorter, cciiiparatively considerexl, thay 
that of aiy other animal. They live from seven to one hundred times the period 
required for them to attain naturity, whereas man does well to live double that 
period. 

Birds timt mature in one year live 20 to 50 years. Writers on natural 
history state tlat the swan, wild hog, eagle, live 300 to 500 years, and some 
of toe parrot species live in their ratural envirwiment 600 to 700 years. 

After long ages of eating, the human body Is still so inefficiently adapted 
to this corKiition, that the world is filled with folks who are afflicted with 
stomach arvd bowel troubles, and all the many ailments that stem from this source. 
And yet science never suspects toat the cause lies in the fact that nan was not 
to eat to sustoin his body. That eating is an acquired habit like drinking 
and smoking. 
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If "hibernation couDd give nian a life-span of 140D years" as science 

claims» this datum directs attention to ben^its gained by the body in that 

state. The chief ones would be a suspension of eating, drinking and procreat¬ 
ing* This seems to reveal the Law of longevity to be as follcx\7s: 

"If man consumed only Radiation thru his respiratory organs as he did in 
tbe Golden Age when he lived a thousand years according to tradition, if tt^t 
Relation were never polluted, and if the procreative function renained dormant, 

sickness would be unknown, dec3?epitude would be unthinkable^ and longevity 
would be unlimited," 

It is within man^s power to inrprove the degenerate condition of his body 

and to increase the length of his life-span, but that is something for which 

the world is not waiting. The reason being that good health and long life make 

no money for any man or institution except the insurance companies. 
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Multiple lightning strikes over Tampa skyline provided this unusual picture. 

■WHAT IS THE EMPYREAL SEA 

In 1962 our work titled Cosmic Radiation was publishedt and was perused with 
Intense Interest, especially by a certain scientist, who wrote that we were cutting 
closely to an ancient secret that had been lost for ages, and offered some valuable 
suggestions regarding the matter. 

Then came the Mariner II Venus probe, "When that data were processed from the 
messages sent back to Earth, the discovery was made that the vast space between , 
the Earth and Venus Is a SEA OF ELECTRIFIED GAS—"an ocean in the accepted sense 
of the word", wrote John Leer, Science Editor of the Saturday Review (Jan, 5, 1963). 

And so, one of the surprising discoveries of the dawning Space Age is that our 
planet actually floats in a Sea of Radiation as a ship floats on a sea of water. 

This Sea of Radiation is gaseous, thin, transparent, elastic, easily set in mo¬ 
tion, and apparently absent on calm days. Fragments of the Ageless ‘Wisdom that 
have escaped the destructive hands of despots, show the Sages of Antiquity knew 
the celestial bodies are not occupying empty space, as science had thought, but 
whirl in an ocean of Electrified Radiation, 



This Gaseous Sea in which man lives, and moves, and has his being, is not 

a simple element as science assvjned, but is a mixture of electrified gases 

of which five precJaninate in quantity, quality, and in^xurtance. They are called 

nitrogen, representing 78% in dry air; oxygen, 21%; argon, about 1%; vater- 
vapor- sedd to be composed of hydrogen and oxygen gas^, .01% to 5% and carbon 
dioxide about .03%. 

Until recently science knew almost ncdiing about this gigantic Sea of Rad¬ 

iation, r^arding it o^y as aupty space; and then got a shock vAien it learned 

there is enough Electrified Radiation in one breath of tlat Invisible Ocean to 

power a large airplane for a month. 

■niis invisible Sea of Radiation is tasteless, odorless, colorless, and ex¬ 

ists in several layers, the lowest, ceiLled troposphere, extending, it is said, 

from about four miles above the Eartii at the poles, to some eleven miles at the 

equator. These miles of it, plus the miles in the "blue ywider" of other lay¬ 

ers, the stratosphere, mesosphere, and ionosphere, produce trenendous pressure 

upon the Earth of nearly fifteen pounds per square inch at sea-level. 

The weight of this vast sea of gas is stupendous, yet man is unaware of it 

because of the equal and oountervedling pressure of the gases and fluids within 

his body. The piressure exerted on him and the Earth is 2,016 pounds per square 

foot. 

The entire burden of this Sea pressing down on the Earth totals approxi¬ 

mately 5,000,000,000,000,000 tons — Uie eqviiveilent of a block of granite 2000 

miles long, 1000 miles wide, and nearly half a mile thick. 

Vte inhabit the surface of our small satellite, at the bottom of this Gas¬ 

eous Sea, millions of miles deep, on the floor of an endless ocean of Electri¬ 

fied Radiation that engulfs the Earth — v^iere man exists as precariously as a 

marine organism in its natural habitat of fluidic gases called water. 

This Aeriferous Sea contains Idle Virility of all life on this planet, and 

from it emerge the Force and Elements that constitute the Living World. As we 

said in another place, deprive man briefly of this Electrified Radiation that 

constantly flows into his lungs, and he quickly expires, gasping for breath 

like a helpless fish lifted ftcm the silvery stream. And science claims nan is 

sustained by the food he eats, and from the food ccanes the energy of his body. 

Science has many more startling discoveries to make. 

We learn that nan is just a breathing mechanism, living in a huge sea of 

Electrical Radiation. Lavoisier called him an Animate Engine, oonsuning Osygen 

gas as fuel and emitting carbon dioxide as exhaust gas. 

The Hunan Taiple, a Breathung Mechanism, always aj^^ears the same, but is 

constantly changing, its tissues incessantly renewed, not of the food nan eats 

but of fresh materi^ sup^ied Electrified Radiation that flows into hiis 

lungs at each inspiration. This evidence deepens thie mystery of v^y the body 

htecomes decrepit and dies vdien it shiculd go on forever like a river of water. 

Raw Electrified Radiation never contacts the Earth. If it did, our planet 

would be as barren as a cobble-stwie. That Radiation is modified and transfonn- 

ed into another form by contact with thie electro-magnetic emanation of the 

Earth, called its Aura. 
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This ■bremsfconra.tion is another phase of creative action that automatically 

occurs in Hie preparation and maintaiiroent of conditions fittable and suitable 

for the appearance of everything upon the Earth. 

In addition to other things, the Dnpyr>eal Sea serves as a protective can¬ 
opy that shields the Earth from the terrible violence of the Sun by te7^)ering 
its destructive, short-wave anissions. But for the protecting Ehipyreal Sea,^ 
the Sun would destroy us a hundred million miles away. It does ruin vegetation 
in dry weather, and also causes serious dosage to human beings who stupidly 
expose too long their bare bodies to its powerful rays. 

At night, the Bnpyreal Sea, like the glass roof of a gigantic greenhouse, 
prevents the heat of the day fron flowing out into space. Otherwise the naxi- 
mum temperature of the Earth would rise to scorching levels but for the protect 
ing canopy that shields the Earth fron the paverful rays of the Sun, and sink 
at night to a miniinum far below zero. 

And finally, like a vast transpareit screen, the Dnpyreal Sea consumes by 
fricticBi practically all the millions of meteors that fall daily from outer 
space into the Earth’s Aura. 

And to Think that, for most of his history since the loss of the Adless 
Wisdom, man has known so very little about his absolute dependence for his Life 
upon what we call Air, and even of its existence in gaseous fonnation. 

For thousands of years man in the western world has been tau^t that Matter 
exists in two definite states, solid and liquid. The ccMx:ept of the gaseous 
state, the predominant state of most of the Matter of the l^iverse, was beyixid 
the knowledge of modern science. 

Science had r^arded Air as a simple, homogeneous elanent of little im¬ 
portance. It was not until the 17th Century 4#ien scientists discovered that 
such was not the case. And so lightly was this discovery regarded by a mater¬ 
ialistic science, that it was not until the 18th and 19th Centuries that sci¬ 
ence began to pay any attention to Air. 

Then certain scientists b^jan to realize for the first time, that Air is 
actually a mixture of many gases, and, more surprising, that all 1he elements 
of the Universe exist in a gaseous as well as in a liquid and solid state., 
That oceans, continents, mountains, rocks, forests, animal and humanal bodies 
are constituted coopletely of Conda^sed Radiation. 

"nie (^ficuLty in envisaging Air as material substance resulted not only 
frcci its invisibility, but firm its oonpressibility. Solids have constant 
shape and volume. Liqi^ds have no shape but retain constant volume* Gas is 
so mobile and ooropressible, that two quarts of it may weigh less than one, de¬ 
pending on its state of density. 
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In the 18th Century some data of the Empyreal Sea and Its components began to 
evolve. Carbon Dioxide was identified in 1754, oxygen In 1766, and nitrogen in 1772. 
Less than two centuries ago it was that some of the mysteries of Creation begon to 
unfold before the surprised scientists. 

Only a short time ago science knew so little about the properties of Air, that It 
did not know that without the Empyreal Sea no plant, no tree, no fish nor fowl, no 
beast nor man, could appear and exist on the Earth. 

The Empyreal Sea governs the very quality and condition of the entlare Terrestrial 
lA/orld, the home of earthy man. And our vaunted science knew nothing about it. 

(END OF PART ONE) 

Mark Twain's advice to tbe complaining 
scoffets: 
If you cannoc answer a man's argument, 
don't be discouraged; you can always call 
him aarnes.** 

Truly each new book is as a ship that bears 
us away from ^ fbdty of our limitatioos 
into the movement and splendor of life's in- 
hnite ocean."—^helen kellee 

It is never too late to give up out prejudices. 
No way of thinking or doing, however 
andent, can be trusted without proof. 

henry DAVID THOREAU 

"Imagination is more important than know- 
led^. Knowledge is lifted; imaginatioa 
encircles the world." 

—WEINSTEIN 

"The World is not respectable, it is mortal, 
tormented, confused, deluded forever, but 
it is shot through with beauty, with love, 
with glints of courage and laughter, and in 
these die spirit blooms timidly, and strug¬ 
gles to the light among die thorns." 

—^SANTAYANA 

'The worlds, the stars shall fade away. But 
thou sbak flourish in immortal youth, Un- 
hun amidst die war of elements, Tbe wreck 
of matter, and the crush of worMs!" 

—^ADDISON 

"Is anything of Gods contriving endangered 
by inquiry? Was it tbe system of the Uni¬ 
verse or die Monks that trembled at the 
telescope of Galileo? Did the circulation of 
tbe fimaament in terror because New¬ 
ton laid his daring fkigei on its pulse?" 

—LOWELL 

WHAT IS THE TRUTH? 
Eiiphas Levi, wrote: 
"A prisoner devoid of books, had he 

a Taror of which he knew bow to make 
use, mi^c in a few years possess a universal 
science, and discourse on all possible sub¬ 
jects with an unequalled doctrine and in- 
cxhausrible eloquence." 



PART 

SEARai FOR LOJJGEVm 

"l/Jhat is a man pirofitted if he shall gciin the whole world and lose his 

own life” (Mat. 16:26). 

Glorious Life ~ Creations greatest treasure — and how to live long and 
enjoy that treasure has received the deepest study of the greatest mei in every 

generation, in every age, and in every land. 

On this subject one noted author wrote: "A facijlty of learned ften oould 
labor for years and not be able to enumerate the various forths in vftiich the 
desire and search for long life have taken shape," ' - •ir; 

Hippocrates and Aristotle searched for the Secret of Longevity. They con¬ 
tended that man’s life-span is too short. And Theophrastus, dying at Idie age 
of 75, lamented on his death-bed that Creation "has given to the deer and crow 
a life so long and so useless, and to man, a life that is too often so very 
short." 

Men in all ages and in all lands have sought in various ways to incr^se 
the life-span. But none seaned wise enough to vie-/ the paroblan in the right 
light. Why do 1h.e deer and crow live so long? Vfliy do sane of the lowly tur¬ 
tles live 1500 years? 

If an animal can live so long, why can’t Man — live just as long? Surely 
man should be able to discover the reason for a turtle’s longevity. By acpply- 
ing those principsles to the way of man, then man too should live, to say the 

least, as long as a useless turtle. 

Man can live that long. lie can live longer. L^m the law that rules 
the kingdom of living creatures* Bit the researchers in this field wander off 
in the wrong direction. They may be influenced by a desire not to disturb any 
of the sordid money-making schemes tlat live and thrive on human misery. 

Way back in biblical times, as men searched for the Secret of Longevity, 
it was foolishly believed that contact of aged men with young wanen would pro¬ 
long life. The Bible says: 

"Now King David v«s old and stricken in years, and they cjovered him with 
clothes, but he got no heat. Wherefore his servants said unto him. Let there 

be sought for our lord the king a young virgin; let her stand before the king 
and let her cherish him, and let her lie in thy bosom, that my lord the king 
may get heat." 

This stupid method, later called Gerokocy, was anployed by Greeks and Ro¬ 

mans, and has had followers in modem times. But the results have been nega¬ 
tive. 

Cohausen, a physician of the 18th Century, published a treatise relative 
to a Reman named Hennippus, who lived 115 years, quite a long life in those 
days. 
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Herroippus had been master of a school for young women, and his days, 

passed in their nddst, were much prolonged. This shaped the opinion that it 

was due to their influence. There were probably soioe factors related to the 
problem that escaped proper attention and consideration. This will becane 
more apparent as we proceed and learn more about the care of the tody to pro¬ 
long its duration. 

Hufeland thought the exhalations of the women increased the life-span of 
Hemippus, and advocated the breathing of the air of young women. Foolish 

he had much to learn about the care of the body. The extelations of all 
living organisms, even of young wanen, are constituted of poisonous substances 

eliminated by the body, and are not fit to be inhaled by nen or beast. 

Su-Chi, a Taoist magician, persuaded Chi-Hoang Ti, Emperor of China (221- 
209 B.C.), that eastward of Chiia lay islands inh^ited by genii whose pleasure 
it was to give their guests to drink a beverage that oonferred iiiinortality in 
the flesh. The Emperor x^as so much impressed by the story, that he equipped 
an exjiedition to discover the islands, but never found them. Of course there 
was no such place. 

THE PERFECT ORGANIZATION 

"Nan was origirBlly created a perfect being, and is now only a fallen and 
broken remnant of wbat he once I'jas" (T, VJ, Doane). 

For ages men have searched here and there, in this and in -that, for the 
mythical Elixir of Life and the imaginary Fountain Of Youth. But continuous 

failure to find anything help^ and useful has never made the searchers realize 
they were huinting for that vjhich does not exist outside of the body itself. 

Medical Art is founded exclusively on the postulate that the body can be 
benefitted by the adninistration of various poisons called "medicine". But 
the great physicians of the ages vftvo knc^; better, have shouted: 

"Gentienen, medicine is a great humbug. Physicians have hurried to the 

grave thousands who would have recovered had they been left to 'lature" (Dnnett 
Densraore, "How Nature CXires"). 

The living organist: as the most oanplete and perfect organization of Force 
and ilatter that Creation has produced in billions of years. It needs nothing 

and can receive nothing but proper ca3?e on the part of the Entity that inhabits 
that Divine Temple of Creation. 

The Bible expresses a profotind truth when it says the KijTpdom of God is 
VTithin you (Luke 17:21); and that the human body is the Tenple of God, arri the 
Spirit of God dwells therein (1 Cor. 3:16), 

That TenpxLe of God is so complete in its organization and construction, 
that it is a perfect reansforinative mechanism, and its tissues, organs and parts 

are constantly renewed with fresh material. Under such circumjstemces it 
should never age and shoxoLd never die. 

Prof. Raymond Pearl, of Johns Hopkins University, declared that in the 
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beginning “the ijni-cell of the organism potentially imortal because it was 
sufficient unto itself and exhibited no evidence of a death-process* Its 
course was always in the direction of Life* It provided within itself all it 
needed for its existence, and multiplied by the process of division, each cell 

always dividing into t\\o and so on ad infinitum. 

The late Dr. Alexis Carrel agreed with Pearl, asserting that Dearth is not 
inherent in the body cells. Ke proved they are irnnortal by keeping alive for 

27 y^rs the gragnent of a chicken’s heart* 

Hore surprising evidence of Hie imirortality of the body cells come in 
the experience of resurrecting the cells of munmified bodies of Indians buried 

in caves in SouHi America for 500 years. And the same has been done in the 

case of 5300-year-old Egyptian inumnies. 

Dr* Linus Pauling, >lobel prize-winner in chemistry, declared Hiat ’*1^ is 
potentially immortal* His tissues replace themselves* He is a self-repair¬ 

ing machine; yet he becomes decrepit ard dies, and the reason is a mystery*” 

"Death is not a primitive attribute of the living organism, but is of 
secondary origin. There are animals that never die” (L-eissriian). ”It|s more 
difficult to explain why man dies than it is to show tf^t he should live for¬ 

ever” (Prof. A. E. Crews, Edinburgh University). 

’*There's no physiological reason knavn at present why man should die" 
(Dr. Wm. Hammond, late Surgeon General, U.S* Arw). In 1911 Thofnas A. Edison, 

great inventor of the 20th Conttury, said, ^^ere’s absolutely no reason why 

man should die.” 

Dr* John C. Dalton, eminent professor of physiology, said, "The living 
organism is a transformative mechanisni. It is constantly ren^^ed and its or¬ 
gans are. always ready to perform their allotted work. Seven years is the long¬ 
est estimate of science for conplete renewal of the v^ole body. Hence, no mat¬ 
ter how long man lives, his body is never more than seven years old." 

j I 

Dr. Arthur |3. Clarke, British Astronomer and Chaiman of "the British In¬ 

terplanetary Society,, in Science Digest for March, 1956, wrote: 

"There appears to be no fundamental reason why man shoxild grow old and die 

as early as he does. It’s not a mtter of the body's 'wearing out' in the 
sense that a machine wears out. For the body is constantly rebuilding itself 
of new material, and in the course of one short year almost the entire fabric 
of the whole organi.sm is replaced with new material." 

Dr. Foissac said: "There's nothing in the human body, in its functions 
nor in its organs, to indicate its duration. It’s not contrary to reason nor 
to the laws governing the body, apart from incidental maladies that disturb 
its harmony, or violence that injures its mechanism, that it should live for 
centuries. The great longevity of the biblical patriarchs is a condition more 
in accord with the known lavjg of biology and physiology than is the brief ex¬ 

istence of the men who novj inhabit the ^rth." 

Dr. rtunro, noted British physician, declared: "The human body, as a mach¬ 
ine, is perfect. It is automatic and self-repairing in action, and it contains 

within itself no evidence by which we can possibly predict its decay. It is 
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II apparently made to go on forever. 

"Death of the body is not natural. Death from so-oalled natural causes 
is the resxilt of decay (from abuse)" (Dr. George VI. Crile). "People poison 
themselves. Not time nor age but toxic products produce decrepitude and 
death" (Dr. Bnpringtam). 

"When created, man voas endovaed with the property of Perpetual Youth" (Sir 
Isaac Novtcai). "With a balanced endocrine syrtem, such as a normal body has, 

man should live forever. The Elixin Of Life and Fountain Of Youth Are within 
the body" (Dr. Friedenburg). 

"Decay of the body will eventually be prevented to such extent by man's 
better knowledge of how to live, that death will be the exception rather than 
the rule" (Dr. Lynn Gale, in Health Messenger, 1928). 

"Given proper care in the proper environment and the body should maintain 
perpetual youth. There's no nystery about long life in the flesh •— only ig¬ 
norance" (Dr. Harry Gaze). 

The National Geographic Society recently estimated that a man might live 
1400 years if he oould hibernate. Dr. Vo jin Popovic, associate tirofessor at 
Emory, said it appeared that during hibernation in the Ccise of hibernating 
animals, the clock of aging ceases to tick. 

Science finds and shows that all properties of the Fountain Of Youth are 
in herent in the hunan body. And man is endowed with Free Will to liberate 

him from the bonds of Cosmic (Consciousness tbat rules the animal kingdom, so 

he may search for and select the path that leads to Immortality in the Flesh, 
— that exalted state in life which only he can envisage and adhieve. 

The body is perfectly equipped with practically unlimited powers of adaj)- 
tation, and is self-sustaining, self-regulating, self-repairing, and self-renew¬ 
ing; and regardless of the years man lives, his body cannot and does not grow 
old — but it can and does degenerate and die. 

Science finds and shows that the CAUSE of degeneration, decrepitude and 
death is not inherent in the living organisn. That CAUSE rises from conditions 

over which the body has no control; and Ihese baneful conditions must be dis¬ 
covered, determined, and removed. Tlrat can never be done by studying the or¬ 
gans and tissues of the body, or the symptoms of the degenerative process, and 
treating then, according to medical art, as though they were destructive agen¬ 
cies. We must pursue a more practical, logical, sensible course. 

MAN'S PLACE IN CREATION 

Everything known exists potentially and primigenially in the Ctosmic &tpy- 
rean. When conditions beccme suitable for the mundane appearance of a living 
Entity, it autcmatically and spontaneously canes forth, clad in the proper 
terrestrial formation ot fit its terrestrial environment. 

"Under the Eternal Law of Creation", wrote Col. James Churchward, "there 
must first ccsne a Condition, and with that Condition there canes a suitable 

Entity to live in it. ... The Condition is the Factor that triggers Cr^tive 

Action." 
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The Prindgenious Entity termed Man appeared in the terrestrial world vAien 
conditions were perfected for his appearance. 

All living things have a definite purpose in life. They serve as mediums 
to perpetuate Creation’s work. This is their Divine Duty regardless of conse¬ 
quences. Even if Death is the cost, so be it. 

Accordingly, the propagative power of the living organism is the Lion 
Force of Life. It rules all living things but man with a rod of iron, figura- 
tiv^y speaking. With man as the sole exception, created entities l^ve no 
choice. Like the helpless flower of the field, they propagate and they perish. 

tocient Master discovered by deep study, that Han is the only created 
organization endowed with superior qualifications which exalt him high above 

the regular order. I-iis superior qualifications signified a superior purpose, 
and his perfect organization indicated a prolonged duration. 

And the Masters opined that an equally exalted purpose was involved in 
this rare exception. It designed by Divine Prov5,dence to enable Man to 
understand his nature and to direct him to choose his Destiny — (3 ) of either 

Death by the regular order of propagative sacrifice, or (2) Imnortality in the 
n.esh by the conservation of his Divine Essence, both conditions being potent¬ 
ialities that were subject to his choice. 

Man was exalted above the regular order of Cosmic Consciousness by being 
endowed with Reasoning Power and Free VJill. He was qualified to follow the 

regular order and propagate and perish, or enjoy the grand treasure of Immort¬ 

ality in the flesh by choosing not to sacrifice himself upon the altar of pro¬ 
creation for the mere sake of progeny. 

In his book titled ’liunBn Destiny", Dr. Leconte du Iluoy said: "Man was 
free either to fo3Jlow his animal instincts, which give him fleeting pleasure, 

or to seek a higher goal. To reach this higher goal, man must struggle against 
the powerful animal instincts in himself. Such a choice exists for man alone. ’ 

This line of reasoning leads directly to the substance of the great secret 
of the Ageless Wisdcm, thinly veiled in the famous Edenic Allegory contained 
in the Bible. The facts show this was one of the main pillars of the Ancient 
Mysteries. The purpose of Initiation, concealed under great secrecy, being to 
teach the Man of Darlmess this amazing lesson - a secret unknown unto this day 
to vaunted science. 

THE CREATIVE PO[-ER 

The most awe-inspiring property in the Universe is the Creative Power of 
living organisms. They come endowed with the capacity and quality to perpetu¬ 
ate Hiemselves u^efinitely. The Mystery of Life holds no greater secret than 
that of Procreation. That property inheres naturallv in a11 living things, in 
all kingdoms of existence. 

This provision of Creation logically attracted the keenest minds of the 
greatest men in all ages. They considered it a grave error to accept for 
granted that event which is overtly manifested in the regular order of this 
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Divine Creative Function. They opined that the to the Secret of Life it¬ 
self and the duration of the Living Organism were concealed in this Creative 
Function. For that was the Function which perpetuated the products of Primi- 
gCTiious Creation. Back of that Function thk>e must lay mystery upon mystery. 

The Cosmic Principle of Creation inheres in the Creative Centers of the 
living organism. Accordingly, the Ancient Masters, in their scientific and 
exalted state of mind, regarded as inost sacred that vital part of nan which 
possesses and expresses the Divine Power of Creation. 

As sci^ice still has no valuable data to offer in this field, the best we 
can do m our search for the discoveries and knowledge of the Masters on this 
poing, is to study such parts of the Arcane Science as have been preserved in 
the Bible, in cautiously veiled form, and then in a consistent and direct iran- 
ner, trace the secret to its fundamental foundation. 

We first encounter the Arcane Science in this esoteric passage in the 
Bible: "Of every Tree of the Garden, thou mayest freely eat. But of the Tree 
of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, thou shalt not eat of it; for in the day 
that thou eatest thereof (dying) thou shalt surely die" (Gen. 3:16, 17). 

A most serious error it is to pass lightly over this esoteric passage. We 
are studying ancient allegory. It conceals vital facts of Creation. The sub¬ 
ject is Man. The Garden symbolizes his body, in the Bible called the T&nple of 
God. That means the body is the nundane habitation of the Divine Spirit. 

The allegory briefly deals with that Divine Teanple, its function and its 
care. The Trees symbolize parts and processes of that Tfiieple. Man is told that 
he nay freely use and enjoy all parts and pirocesses of that Tenple — with one 
stated exception. What’s the reason for that exception? It has a meaning and 
a very deep one. 

Not only is man told these things, but he is definitely warned as to the 
sad consequences that will rise if he uses or disturbs that one excepted vital 
function. Some of the secret relative to the mystery is disclosed in the 
phrase "Knowledge of Good and Evil." 

We find here, thinly veiled, the very core of the Arcane Science of the 
wise Ancient Masters. 
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We now encounter a clever fable which the Masters invented and introduced 
to present the esoteric meaning of the allegory. For this purpose the Tallcing Serpent 
was devised* He approaches woman, for she, under the law, is the one vdio is pri¬ 
marily and directly affected by the basic law of Creation. And so, in the fable the 
talking Serpent said unto the woman; 

"Yea, hath God said. Ye shall not eat of every tree of the Garden* And the 
woman said unto the Serpent, We may eat of the ftuit of the trees of the Garden; but 
of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the Garden, God hath said. Ye shall 
not eat of it, neither shall ye touch It, lest ye die. And the Serpent said unto the 
woman. Ye shall not surely die. For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, 
then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing Good and Evil" 
(Gen. 3:1-5). 

What Is the esoteric meaning of this fable? Watch a group of little boys and 
girls at play. Their minds are pure and free of carnality; their sexual consciousness 
is dormant (eyes not yet opened), and they are not aware of the existence of the qual¬ 
ities of Good and Evil in connection with any parts and processes of their bodies. 

We now encounter emother aspect relative to man: As Divinity in Man is evoked 
by increased Knowledge, he is liberated horn the bond of Cosmlo Consciousness and 
Cosmic Automaticlty that rules all lower animals, gaining that exalted Angelic Status 
described in the Bible as that condition in which people "neither marry nor are given 
in marriage"—an enigmatical theorem to both clerics and laics (Mat. 22:30). 

This biblical passage that receives almost no attention and the esoteric meaning 
of which is not understood by the Man of Darkness nor the rank and file of the clergy, 
relates to the serious Evil effects incurred by those in the marriage state, which 
state was condemned by the Apostle Paul and to vdiich we shall devote more attention 
in the proper place (L Cor, 7:9). 

The Knowledge of Good and Evil which opened their eyes , was designed to cause 
man to think and to rise above the regxUar status of Cosmic Consciousness which gov¬ 
erns propagation of progeny regardless of sacrifice, like plant and beast, whose sole 
purpose in life, we said, is to serve the cosmic law of Creation by procreation to per¬ 
petuate their kind. 

This increased Knowledge, designed to exalt man above the common level of 
Cosmic Consciousness, has been entirely disregarded by him. Instead of using that 
Knowledge for Good to preserve his body and prolong his days, he has used it for 
Evil to degenerate his body, shorten his life, and sink him Into the mire of Sexual 
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Debauchery, appalling in eoctent when but a few of the hoirrible facts are 
loTown. 

The power of procreation is the power that sustains. If the procreative 
funetion of the body is inhibited, that diverts additional strength to body 

sustentaticn, additional vitality for the bo<ty's use, and a corresponding in¬ 
crease in its duration. 

THE DIVINE CURSE 

Now another fable to teach some vital facts: 

"And the eyes of then both were opened, and they knew they were naked; and 
they sewed fig leaves together, and made themselves aprons. 

"And they heard the voice of God walking in the garden in the cool of the 
day; and Adam and his wife hid thanselves frcm the presence of God amongst the 
trees of the garden. 

"And God called unto Adam, and said unto him. Where art thou? And Adam 

said, I heard thy voice in the garden, and I was afraid, because I was naked, 
and I hid myself. And God said. Who told thee that thou wast naked? Hast thou 

eaten of the tree, whereof I commanded thee that thou shouldst not eat" (Gen. 
3:7 - 11). 

Then came the Divine Curse: 

"Unto the woman God said, I will greatly multiply thy scsrrow and thy con¬ 

ception; in sorrow thou shalt bring forth children; and thy desire shall be to 
thy husband, and he shall rule over thee. 

"And unto Adam he said, because thou hast lerkened unto the voice of thy 
wife, and hast eaten of the tree, of which I caimanded thee, saying. Thou shalt 
not eat of it; cursed is tlie grou^ for thy sake; and in sorrow shalt thou eat 
of it all the da^ of By life^ TFJbms al^ and thistles shall it bring forth 
to thee, and thou sHUt eat the herb of the field. In the sweat of thy face 

shalt thou eat bread" (Gcti. 3:16 - 19). 

"Your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing Good and 

Evil," signifies the awakening of Sexual Consciousness, which is dormant in the 
case of little children aixi which was dorroant in our archaic ancestors until 
they ccsmiitted an act which aroused the dormant state. 

This antecedent condition was the Angelic Status vAiere "they neither marry 
nor are given in marriage" to which the gospel Jesus referred when he said: 
"Except ye be converted, and become as little children (mentally), ye shall not 
enter into the kingdom of heaven. ... Suffer little children, and forbid them 
not to ccme unto me; for of such is the kingdcm of heaven" (I^t, 18:3; 19:14). 

The kingdon of heaven in this case is the innocent mental state which is 

not contaminated with that Carnality which the Apostle Paul so bitterly conden- 

ned when he shouted: 

"I am carnal, sold under sin. ... 0 wretched man that I am. Who shall 
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deliver me fron the body (condition) of this death” (Rom. 7:14^ 24). 

Man flaunted the Divine Warning; and on his head fell the curse; (Cre¬ 
ator) will f^reatly multiply thy sorrow and thy conception; in sorrow thou shall 
bring forth children.” 

The evidence plainly indicates that here a nes^J epoch dawned in human life. 
Greatly multiplied sorrow and conception, to be thus presented and the evil 
aspect stressed vjith special emphasis, certainly are not coiniion and regular 
conditions. For conditions that have always existed and always been Iciown, are 
never given such special notice. It is unnecessary. These were new conditions 

of evil, resulting from man*s conduct, and knowledge of the fact should have 
caused him to refrain from inducing them to occur. 

But ages of sad experience prove that no damage to his body because of 
his evil conduct is ever serious enough to make man improve his ways and stop 

abusing his body. He continues to drink and smoke with facts piled sky high to 

show these evil habits shorten his life by destroying his body* Then he wond¬ 
ers why Creation ”has given to the deer and crow a life so long and so useless, 

and to man, a life that is too often so very short.” 

MARRIAGE 

A work called the Tarot was devised bv the Ancient Masters to present in 

symbolism their allegories relative to Creation, Life and Man; and the scholar 
should read our work titled ”LAND OF LIGHT” - Ancient Tarot Syrholism (Pub¬ 

lished by Health Research). 

Tarot Card XV portrays Adam and Eve facing the debasing shame of their 
folly of eating the Forbidden Fruit and suffering ihe sad consequences. They 
are chained together in the ”holy bonds of vjedlock”, the low level condemned 
by both the gospel Jesus and the Apostle Paul. 

The gospel scribe tode his Jesus say that in the Regeneration, ”they nei¬ 
ther n\arry nor are given in marriage” (Mat. 22:30). 

Paul said: ”It's good for a man not to touch a woman. ••• But if they 
cannot contain (and control their carnal U2?ge), let then marry; for it's better 
to marry than to bum (with lust) (1 Cor. 7:1, 9). 

These derogatory statements of great men concerning marriage l^ve a pro¬ 
found meaning: In Tarot Card XV xAdam and Eve are chained together in marriage, 
the chain being fasten^ to an iron staple in a pedestal on which sits the tow¬ 
ering form of the Talking Serpent, now in the shape of a monster called the 
Devil. Here are the sexual slaves, ruled by the Lion Force of Sexual Gener¬ 
ation. 

In the Bible the Talking Serpent appears as the Beast that gave 7 angels 
7 vials full of the \^^RATH OF GOD. Some of the degrading results are related in 
allegory in Chapters 15 and 16, of Revelation. That vhole book is devoted to 
an impe^ant phase of this subject, as we have explained in ”Awaken The Iferld 
Within.” 

Paul regarded marriage as the lesser of tx-^o evils. The lesser evil is so 
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debasing that it binds luan and wonvan together in iron chains; and to the multi¬ 
tude of the wcjrld Paul shouted: 

”I*m carnal, sold under sin (be fniitful and multiply) ... bringing me into 
captivity to the law of sin (fornication) which is in my (generative) manbers* 
... (Yet under the law of Procreation) ye (must) present your bodies a living 
sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service (to be 
fruitful and multiply). And the commandment which was ordained to life (Pro¬ 
creation, be fruitful), I found to be unto death (for in the day that thou eat- 
est thereof - dying - thou shalt surely die). 0 wretched man that I am. Who 
shall deliver me fr^ the body of this death** (Gen. 1:28; Rom. 7:10, 14, 23, 
24). 

**It’s a strange delusion that marriage can make allowable and moral that 
which, out of marriage, is forbidden and iirmoral** (Ellis). *Vithin the marri¬ 
age ^ate ... sexual desire is strongly stimulated, as the opportunity for its 
gratification is unhindered and favored** (Ingraham). 

'*In the further ascent of nan, marriage beccines ... a corrupt relic of de¬ 
generate conditions of the race’* (Harris), **Even tho legalized by the state, 
sanctioned by the church, and acclaimed by popular standards, the licensed 
licentiousness of carnal iierriage resnains antagonistic to Creation’s purpose 
and also to man’s higher evolution” (Viiet). 

’*Marriage, as it is today, is a corrupt institution” (Mantegaizza). ’’Sci¬ 
ence places on marriage a false basis” (Eddy). ’’Carnal marriage in Christian¬ 
ity is a condition allowable for those who lack strength to aspire to a higher 
state. Such marriage is a concession to human weakness. It is accepted as a 
condition that is apparently uravoidable” (Weininger). 

’’Sescual relation is ... a condition to be avoided as soon as a person be¬ 
comes wise” (Blavatsky), ”It’s obvious to all who know anything of Blavatsky’s 
teachings, that their whole tendency is toward the conquest of sexual impulses" 
(Besant). 

’’Blavatsky listed sexual abstinence amongst conditions under which alone 
the study of divine wisdom can be pursued with profit.” and mentioned it as 
’’the most effective means of preparing for the reception of the higher wisdom” 
(Besant). 

In sordid camalism man sinks lower than beasts. For he lives in an un¬ 
natural state that exists not among animals. They are sexual only and are ruled 
by the regular law of procreation, hut man has grown sensual by debasing the 
procr^tive urge into a desire for unreproductive pleasure, a condition of sen¬ 
suality that is man-made and he is responsible for the impelling power of the 
sexual impulse. 

Sex has long been a malicious state and perverted concept. There is ter¬ 
rific exploitation of sex in almost all walks of life. Sign boards, shops of 
lasciviousness, and literature loaded with autosuggestive usage that is designed 
to attract the eyes of licentious males. 

Such practice is deioralizing. Likewise are all the fields of the enter¬ 
tainment world filled with these autosuggestive sex malpractices. And so, while 
we long and labor for the Higher Life, we foster methods and support schemes 
that are flagrant violations of such nature that they abstruct any help which 
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might be poured into our life. 

stated, no living thing but man ever violates the inexorable law of pro- 
ca^eation. Animals are ruled by Coaidc Consciousness and act nobly. Free Will 
released man from t^at automatic state for his improvement and progress, but 
he went the other way. He alone can control -Hie procreative pressure for hds 
exaltation, but has failed fran the first to avail himself of that golden op¬ 
portunity and to rise to the Angelic Plane, where they neither marry nor are 
given in raarriage. 

TOE NEW AfiE 

We traced the course of Man in the Bible out of one age into another, aid 
saw the reasons aid conditiois related for the ending of the antecedent epoch 
aid the dawning of a new one. Acooiding to the Bible, the change occurred 
under a Divine Curse, and the cause of the Curse was the transgression of Cos¬ 
mic Law. 

It is clearly evident that sore great change occurred in the process of 
proareation in the case of man. It is unreasonable to believe that the regular 
and original process of proc^tion could directly cause "greatly multiplied 
sorrow and conception." It is certain these distressing conditions were new 
and urtoTcwn. They were caused by sene change. For lad they previously been 
regular and oonnon, they had not been presented as they were. 

The anciert evidence shews they were not regular aid original. For "Man 
^ (now) bom in the present way only as the result of physical d^eneration" 
(Blavatslqr). And that data were synholized in the ancient Zodiac and the facts 
were )ciDwn to the Ancient Masters long before the fable in the Bible was ever 
invented. 

The zodiacal signs were first only ten, but new they are twelve. For ages 
before Adam had a Help Meet (Gen. 2:20 - 25), "ten cnly were known to the pro¬ 
fane; birt the Initiates knew all twelve of them from the time of the separation 
of manki^ into (dual) Sexes. Until then, Virgo-Soorpio ... were a sihgle 
sign, vhich included Libra" (Blavatsky). 

Those were the glorious days of the Golden Age, and seme assert that it 
lasted for thousands of years. In those days, Libra part of Scorpio, at 
^ther, of Virgo — aid the latter still retains the Scales of Balance, and 
IS the only one of the twelve signs that refers to the physical realm. 

Tl^ has a meaning, and that meaning appears in ancient Egyptian Mytho- 
logy» m the Book of Thoth, also called the 'ferot. It means this symbol rep¬ 
resented the Terrestrial Body, in the Bible termed the Temple of the Spirit of 
God (1 Oaf. 3:16), ^ 

evidence proves the Ancient Masters knew secrets of Creation not yet 
loiown to C3ur vaunted science. That originally mankird was a Bisexual, Creat¬ 
ive Unit, and that data they symbolized in their Zodiac. 

Separation of the Sexes was indicated by the Masters in the division of 
certain zodiacal signs into (1) Virgo, of vdiich perception and chastity are 
the leading principles, (2) Scorpio, symbol of the procreative function, aid 
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(3) Libra, the name of signifies that it held the Balance between the 
other tvro, between Good and Evil. 

According to Ancient Mythology which veils these mysteries of nan, when 
Man transgressed the Great Comandment by eating the Forbidden Fmit, he upset 
the balance between Good and Evil, decreed by Creaticm and recorded in the 
starry sky. Only man can restore it and not a Savior. 

As the antagonizing state of animalistic generation is conquered by him, 
mentioned in the Bible as riding a White Horse and goirg forth oonquerii^ and 
to conquer Carnality (Rev, 6:1), -aien out of the ashes of conquered Sexualism 
there will rise again, Phenix-like, the soaring Eagle of Spiritualisn. 

Another* astrological indication of Ihis evoluticyary requirenent of Sex¬ 
ual Purification appears in the zodiacal relationship between Taunas and 
Soarpio. 

The recurrence of original Spiritual Generation requires the transference 
of the Generative Force of Scorpio to Taurus. In plainer terms, the animalistic 
gaierative pressure of the Sexukl Centers at the base of the spine of the body, 
must be transnaited and raised up to the throat, where it becomes the express¬ 
ible power in the Spiritual Fcrce as a manifestaticai of Cosmic Creaticn. 

This is the secret to which the Apostle Paul referred when he said, ”And 
^ Christ (Creative Essence) be not raised (from the spiral bcise), your faith 
is vain; ye are yet in your sins” (of sexual generation) (1 Cor. 15:1H-17), 

We ara discussing the same secrets of Man and Creaticn t>at are recorded 
in fabulous farm in the Bible, the identical subject Paul discussed in his 
First Epistle to the Corinthians, and in the Bible the terminology is purposely 
altered by the spurious interpolation of the word Christ for the ancient Hindu 
word Kundalini. He who never heard of Kundalini should read our great work 
titled Awaken The World Within and learn sane of the great mysteries of Man and 
Creation taught in the Bible in mythological terms. 

This transmutaticn of the Generative Force of the body is also confirmed 
by the planetary rulers. Mars of Scorpio and Venus of Taurus. The symbolism 
of these two planets is strikingly significant in this respert. Boldi consist 
of Circle and Cross. In esoteric astrology the Cross sjantolizes man’s body, 
vdiile the Circle denotes eternity or endless time. 

The symbol for Mars les the Cross above the Circle to indicate the Terres¬ 
trial surmounting Ihe Celestial. But in the symbol for Venus appears the sig¬ 
nificance of the Celestial dcndrant over the Terrestrial, for it has the Circle 
above the Cross, 

As stated, Venus corresponds to the Celestial, whereas Mars represents the 
Terrestrial. Mars constitutes the seat of Carrali'^ wherein the Celestial is 
subordinated to the gratification of Camalian, the ”sin unto death" which the 
Apostle Paul discussed in the 7th Clapter of Renans, verses 8-24, 

"Consistent wd.th progressional law, these grosser, impermanent elements 
of Mars ... are convertible into the more refined properties of Venus" (Hazel- 
rigg). By purification of the sex life, "Mars will be transmuted into Venus" 
(V^entine). "Venus cannot act directly on the terrestrial plane until the 
reign of f'lars ends and the (carnal) passions have changed to idie high emotiens 
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of the spiritual nature” (Leo). 

Ancient hfythology indicates that the man and woman we knew represent the 
degenerate Entities of their fanner equally balanced bisexual ancestcjrs; and 
the infinite, nidimerrtary, aborted yet co-exirtent organs are the remnants of 
primeval perfection, and are subject to resuscitation. 

This achieved, a new embodiment and a new being will succeed present de¬ 
generate humanity, resulting frem relabilitation of these now dormant organs 
^ the body vfrdch science stupidly regards as useless, tut which are acti^ly 
in^xartant organs in a lapsed state, resulting from nonuse and lost functional 
ability, the same as certain aeriferous organs of the body, fcrced ij^ dor¬ 
mancy by man's eating jdiysical food, as we shall later explain in this vwrk. 

"The rudiments of each sex appear in both bodies. That these riidiments 
don't fully develop is due to repressive action of sciae glands within the body 
that control production of glandular horroones" (Stopes). This fault is due to 
degeneration resulting from nonuse beesause "balance" hM been lost; and -that 
loss primarily resulted from "eating the Forbidden Fruit." 

The body tissues are very pliable, and Creation proceeds automatically in 
both directiens. It may require ages for the body to adjust to meet conditions 
forced upon it thru endless succeeding generations. Then the time comes v^en 
the adjxisted conditicxi is considered natural because it has been present so 
long that no other condition is known. 

In one series of changes from bisexualism, the faiale elements of the body 
were paramount, leaving inactive rudiments of the male. In the otha:’, the op¬ 
posite procedure occurred. Evidence of this divisicnary process appear in the 
vestigal organs in the bodies of both sexes. 

These secrets of body developnent are expounded in cur great course of 85 
lessons, titled Secret of Regeneration, viritten more than 30 years agp, long 
out of ]^int, and recenfXy repuBlisheti due to great and urgent d®and (by Health 
Research, P.O. Box 70, Mokelumne Hill, Califomia 95245). 

Retura to primeval parfection will require less time, as that process is 
in harmony with Creation's original work aiil rot in discord with it. And in 
the records of the distant future, prasent degenerate man will be vaguely ran- 
enbered as a quasi-human being that long ago became extinct. 

FTOCREATICa^ AND EXFTRATICW 

the 5th Chapter of Genesis we read: "This is the book of the generat¬ 
ions of Adam, In the day that God created man, in the likeness of God made He 
him; male and female created He than; and blessed them, and called their name 
Adam in the d^ they were created. 

"And Adam lived 130 years, and begat a son in his own likeness, after his 
(bisescual) image; and called his name Seth. And the days of Adam after he had 
begotten Seth were 800 years; and he begat sons and daughters. And all the 
days that Adam lived were 930 years, and he died" (G^« 5:1-5)* 
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The Creator is androgynous, and "created man in His own ijiage-i" The 
Created must inherit the qualities and properties of the Creator, 

The Talmud says Adam was created androgynous; and Philo said that the 
Creator **inade Adam in two sexual oomponent parts, one nale, the oifher female, 
and the longing and struggling for reunion which love inspired in the separ¬ 
ate parts of the original bisexual being, is the source of sexual pleasure, 
which is the beginning of all transgressions." 

Plato said human beings were at first androgynous. Dr. 0. A. Wall vjrote: 
**The idM that originally gods and men were andrcgynous, and were separated 
into uni-sexual beings, accounts for the word "Sex", derived fran Secus, and 
this in turn frcm the word Seco, to amputate, to cut apart." 

"Sexual pleasure •..is the beginning of all transgressions;” and with 
the exercise of the sexual function the Bible clearly and categorically con¬ 
nects Death. For ttet is the eating of the Forbidden Fruit. 

HowbU, in his Textbook of Physiology, declared that ‘Death is acci¬ 
dental rather than natural." Metchnikoff said, "Man has created Death himself 
by transgression" (Nature Of Man). 

^*The (TcQking) Serpent (of Genesis) brought Death into the world" (The 
Zol^). "The Serpent is the Monster to be conquered" (Levi). And "v^n con¬ 
quered, the Serpent beoomes the means of life” (Trumbull). 

"Adam was created mortal, a state in which Death or Inroortality in the 
flesh were possible, dependent upon his choosing, and he chose the wrong road" 
(Russell). 

Man had been warned of the Death Act, ‘Tor in the day that thou eatest 
thereof, thou shalt surely die" (by inches) (Gen. 2:17). 

The warning is repeated in various ways all thru the Bible. "Flee forni¬ 
cation .••He that comiitteth fornication simeth against his own body.” And 
ttet is the "sin unto death” (1 Cor. 6:18; 1 John 3:16). 

The wages of (that) "sin is death” (Pom. 6:23), "What fruit had ye then 
in those things (fornication) v^ereof ye are now ashamed. For the end thereof 
is death" (Rom. 6:21). 

"But whosoever is bom of God (Spiritual Generation) doth not corandt sin; 
for his seed remaineth in him, and he cannot sin" (1 John 3:9). 

"It is generally imagined that sex is a primal fact rooted in the very 
constitution of life, if not of the universe. ... Rit there is nothing of that 
fundamental character about the device of sexual reproduction" (Briffault, The 
Jfethers). 

Referring to the Virgin Birth (Spiritual Generation) Dr. Alexis Carrel 
wrote: "rrcm an unfertilized egg, and without the intervention of the male 
element, a nonral frog was bom. The spermatozoon (of lhe male) can be replaced 
by a chemical or physical agent. Only the female element is essential" (Man 
The Unknown, page 91). 

In the dc^s of androgynous man, that "chemical or physical agent" was sup- 
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plied by the bisexual organism. There was Idien no fornication. 

"Man knew death only after separation of tJie sexes" (Blavatsky). The 
Masters symbolized this event in their Zodiac, as we have stated. 

"Sex is the beginning of degeneratiim and death" (Merejkowski). "The 
death state is sustained by setual activity" (Solovyof). 

"To expend the Life Essence in seoial activity is to strike roots in the 
grave" (Levi). "The association of deaili with procreation is patent enough" 
(Geddes). "It*s not death that makes procreation essential, but procreaticn 
has death as its inevitable consequences" (Goethe). 

"The passions degenerate the body, and all amorous peission is a whirlpool 
■^t draws man down into the pit of death" (Levi). In the mythologies of var¬ 
ious races, "the Serpent is considered the origin of death" (Lang). 

"The Mortal rises to Iimiortality when all desires of the flesh are con¬ 
quered" (Katla Upanishad), "The Mortal will den Inmortality when trained in 
rigid clastity" (Clonent of Alexandria). 

"From concupiscence of the flesh, death has drawn its origin" (Helmont). 
With the spread of concupiscence "death has appeared in the course of evolu¬ 
tion" (Prof. Faynond Pearl). 

"W)y ... should nan die? The process of aging is pathological, abnormal, 
and procreation appears as the leading cause" (V» T. Kuprevich, Soviet Scient¬ 
ist), 

"To subdue the alluranent of sexual ism is to graduate in the conquest of 
death" (Levi). This agrees with the Bible, that "he vdio overcemeth (carnality) 
shall not be hurt of death" (Rev. 2:11), 

In cembatting the "sin unto death" the Masters even resorted to castration. 
According to Prof, Paolo Mantegazza, "Christ preached oastraticsi, vas oaistrated 
himself, aixi his disciples imitated him." In sane cases, "the Gonads were in¬ 
cinerated with a red-hot iron". This drastic ceronony was termed Baptism by 
Fire, and also "Mounting The White Horse." 

This is referred to in the Bible; "I saw, and behold, a White Horse; and 
he that sat cn him ... went forth conquering, and to conquer" (his animalistic 
nature of sexualism) (Rev. 6:2). 

Jesus menticned castration in these terms; "There are sane eunuchs vdiich 
are so bom from their mother's womb; and there are sane eunuchs which were 
made eunuchs of men; and there be eunuchs which have made themselves eunuchs 
for the kingdom of heaven's sake" (Mat. 19;12). 

The biblical sharks and dragons that devour the body symbolize sexualistn. 
And the Great Red Dragon of Revelation signifies sexual lust that begins to 
devour 1l\e body as soon as it is bom (Rev. 12). 

The pr^s of Jan. 23, 1964, mentioned the case of a Negro girl in Chicago 
that gave birth to a baby at the age of 10. Health Coimissioner Samuel Andel- 
man said several Chicago girls had becone mothers at the age of 11. 
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The press of Feb. 14, 1962, mentioned the case of a 9-year-old girl giving 
birtdi to her second child. Her first was bom when she was 7. This happened 
in Sweden, and Dr. Johan Schoffer, University of Sweden, said that "oases of 
12-year-old mothers are fairly ooninon in Sweden." 

The youngest girl knotm in recent times to have given birth to a baby 
survived was a S-year-old in Peni in 1939. The baby was bom by Caesarean 

section. 

"In many types of organisms the procreative act is followed by death of 
the male" (Thompecwi), often soon ihereafter, and occasionally at the consum¬ 
mation of the act, 

"Frequently, in lower fornas of living organisms, the parent literally re¬ 
solves its fchole substance into reproductive material, the naturing of this 
material causing the death of the parent" (Morley). 

I , • 
"The life-span'is, to a large extent, dependent upon the procreative pro¬ 

cess, It is the role with r^ard to various lower forms of animals that the 
mcment of procr^atipn is also the moment of death" (Scott). 

"He that conquers sex will conquer deattx" (Galloway), And that he is the 
man in the Bible who rode the Ixlhite Horse." 

When the Lion Force (carnality) of the body is subdued, man will rise 
again to the Divine Plane where "God shall wipe away all t^rs frcm their eyes, 
and there shall be (no more curse and) no more death. ... For the former things 
(sexual procreation) are passed away" (Rev, 21:4; 22:3). 

This return of man to Primeval Perfectiwi is Sirobolized in the Bible as 
a New Heaven (Brain) and a New Earth (Body); for the former heaven and the for¬ 
mer earth (sexual slaves) were passed away (Rev, 21:1), And tlat is the New 
Jerusalem (Man freed from sexualian) bom of God (Spiritual Generation), not 
of sinful fornication, for his seed ronaineth in him, and he can not sin (1 
John 3:9), 

The Ageless Wisdon indicates that a time was, and will return, when man 
shall agedn be master of his fate, even as to birth and death. Then the body 
can be donned as desired, to be used as a mechanism, for terrestrial manifesta¬ 
tion during the centuries man lives on earth, and shed at will as a serpent 
sheds its old skin. 

Ancient traditicn indicates that originally nan was created a perfect 
being, ’fen were considered mere boys when a hiindred years old. They had none 
of the infirmities of age, and vhen ready to pass an to the future life, it was 
in a gentle slumber. 

Spalding said, "In the early days man was never sick. Illness and physi¬ 
cians were unknown, and somatic death was a voluntary act. Vftien ready to go, 
man sank into a deep trance, left his body at will, and returned to his empy¬ 
real hone in the Celestial World." 

"Certain animals can die at will. The Iguana, a large lizzard, can die 
vhen it desires. Tradition tells us that man once had that power over his 
body" (Hotema, in Live Longer). 
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Edenic Purity and Eternal Life in the flesh in the case of man constitutes 
csie of the great traditions. That was tlie Golden Age man lived so long in 
the fle^, free of all desires and infirmities, as we have shewn in Cosmic Rad¬ 
iation, that Irrmortality in the flesh was ocaisidered feasible and possible, the 
i^i^liciil Death Penalty being a decretcul warning of the fatal consequences of 
transgression. Man had Free Will to choose, knowing the results in advance. 
Had somatic death been original and natural, no warning of the fatal results 
had been ordained. 

**The Calmucks had a very ancient tradition that in the early days man lived 
up to 80,000 years” (Spalding), Certain Tibetan scrolls tell a similar tale. 

All action has its corresponding reaction, and the Bible warned man of the 
deadly reaction of sexualism. Sexual acts, except for procreation, are trans- 
gressicxis of the law, and the reaction comes in serious forms of misery* For 
”we cannot transgress lat>7S of Creatican without suffering the evil results” 
(Howell), 

Sexuality is the root of serioios retribution. "The cause of Karma fell on 
man’s head as a result of consuming his Life Essence in pleasure. To this must 
be attributed the evil propensities — the curse of ages of carnality — with 
which the race is afflicted” (Galloway). By just retribution our flesh tor¬ 
ments us by insubordination; and this will continue until the cause is ranoved. 

Ages of evidence and experience show that Sexuality causes sacrifice and 
degeneration that listen decay and death of the bocty. The deepest thinkers of 
the ages support the assertion that Sexual Purity is the Golden Precept of Life; 
and ”all great prophets have voiced a definite approach to unanimity on the 
subject.” (Gore). 

DEGENERATION 

Ancient Tradition consists of fables invented by the Ancient Magi to pre¬ 
sent facts of Creation, One of the oldest of these is substantially as follows: 

**Man was created perfect and placed in a garden of fruits and streams* He 
was free of all bodily appetites and had no desire to taste the fruit or to 
quaff the water. Moreover, he had been cegnmanded by Divine Providence not to 
eat or drink, as that would inject foreign substance into his body, causing it 
to deteriorate, decay, and die. Hen were mere boys when a hundred years old, 
and had none of the infirmities of age to trouble theni» When ready to pass on 
to the region of the superior life, it was in a gentle slumber. 

1. Man was created perfect. Being the climax of Creative Action, he was 
the most perfect organization Creation had produced in billions of y^rs. Im¬ 
perfection rises from conditions that in5)ede Creative Processes, 

2. Man was placed in a garden* He originally appeared in an environment 
suitable and fittable for his habitation. As the cliii«x of Creative Action, 
the environment ^ which man appeared was equal in condition to the perfect 
state of the entity that came forth to dwell in it, and so a perfect condition 
of CQrrespondej>ce prevailed. 

3. He was free of all bodily appetites and desires. That is the state of 



Perfection, which lacks nothing and needs nothing* Man C30uld not have come 
into actu^ existoice had anything been missing that was essential to his be¬ 
ing. Desire for anything, therefore, was not natural and could lead only to 
physical impairment, to degeneratic^i. 

4. Men were still boys vhen a hundred years old. That is indicated in 
Chapter 5 of the first book of the Bible, when men did not beget offspring 
until they were a hundred years old. Then after the Flood a change occurred 
as indicated in Chapter 11 of Genesis, when men became fathers before they were 
30. That^s another interesting story which we’ve considered in another work. 

5. Men had none of the infirmities of age to trouble them. Deterioration, 
degeneration, decay and death are not ratural, being the sad result of man’s 
developed desires and appetites, vhich grow worse with the years* 

For instance, v^ien iran began the evil practice of eating and drinking, he 
introduced into his body foreign matter that had no place there. This forced 
the body into a defensive state, causing it to struggle against the foreign 
substance and to develop intern^ adjustments to meet the destructive conditicn. 
One of these adjustments resulted in the expansion of the alimentary tract at 
a certcdn point to form what is now called the stomach, as a receptacle in 
which to store the foreign matrter until it could be disposed of. This was the 
beginning of one phase of man’s evil work that caused the body’s degeneration 
and decreased its duration^ 

Dr. Robert Walter, a leading thinker of his day and time, noticed this 
particular matter in his book, ’life’s Great Law” copyright 1903. He discussed 
the damage food does to the body, and was so shocked by what his findings caused 
him to say, thart he recoiled in surmise ard shcuted: 

’’Let no one conceive that we are arguing against food as a necessity of 
living existence, and no honest man will try to make it so appear.” 

That is definitely V7hat he was doing, being logically led in that direction 
by his own findings and conclusions. Then he hedged when he saw what his in¬ 
vestigation was disclosing, and wcoiced his way out of the condition in which 
he had cornered himself. At one point he had said: 

’’Every meal nan eats has enough poison in its elements, if they were pro¬ 
perly combined, to destroy an army” (p. 138). 

That was one of the shocking factors his investigation uncovered that 
caused him to reverse himself and declare that he x^Tas not ’’arguing against food 
as a necessity of living existence”. 

Consider the adjustments the body must teve made thru the ages to reach 
1diat state vhere it must depend for even a short duration on a poison that 
destroys it by slow de^prees. The effects of that destructive process are cal¬ 
led ’’diseases” and ’’aging”. 

Another startling discovery Walter made was that instead of food giving 
the body energy as science claims, it is the cause of the body’s expenditure 
of energy. He said; 

*Tood, by its very presence within the vital domeiin to be cared for, 
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necessarily activates Vital Force to control, if not to do, the work (of dis¬ 
posing of it), and, consequently, instead of food oonmunioating pcwer to the 
organism, it extracts the txawer in the act of doing the wcrk (of disposing 
of the food),” 

V&\y is it necessary new for man to eat? Wedter answered that question in 
these words: 

*’The use of food is (not to nourish the organisn but is) the meam of ir>- 
citing the organian to continued activity and consequent ^q^enditure of its 
vital force” (p, 81). 

pien the o^y benefit the derives from food, is the incitement it 
occasions to stlimi^te the organism to ”contirttied activity”. And now to pro¬ 
vide that stiMilaticHi, man must eat food, one meal of which ”has OTOugh poisons 
m its elements, if they were properly combined, to destroy an anrty.” 

Under such circumstances, how can we believe 'Qiat eating physical food is 
natural? And furthennore, Walterunprejudiced findings led him to the same 
oonclusicn appear:^ in a book v^ch he had never read, written in 1669 A.D., 
in v^ch it is said: — 

’Tood is the (present) medium through vhich (a certain) force acts in the 
human body. During metabolism, that atomic energy (in food) is liberated, and 
stimulates (nert rourishes the body) into action those cells (of the body) 
whose activity is required to carry forward cell evolution (this being a coai- 
dition developed by the body as it adjusted its mechanism to handle the foreign 
substance introduced into it in the form of food). 

"Food, therefore, gives the body (no nourishment but) only stimulation to 
atomic action (as Walter said). During this process, the injected food loses 
none of its properties, but is merely changed into other states (called rot¬ 
ting, stinking feces that is eliminated thru the ams). 

”At his present stage of evolution (degeneration) man (the body) depends 
upon food solely because he has not become conscious of the Law governing the 
(radiant) Force that gives atomic actiOT to all parts of his organism. ... 

”When man, in time, becoives (again) conscious of this Law (as he was in 
tte Golden Age), he will (again) be able to assimilate this Force (as he ori¬ 
ginally did), and will no longer be dependent upon natter (food) for the sup¬ 
port of his organism” (p. 64). 

On arother page the same book says: fact that man, at a certain point 
of evolution, will exist without ta3cing (physical) nourishnent, is foretold in 
an ancient prophecy of the Magi, that man shall (again) be blessed, no longer 
needing food” (as in the Golden Age when he had a life-span of a thousand years 
(Prophecy Of The Most Ancient Sages). 

We know so little today about man, that the late Dr. Alexis Carrel, re¬ 
garded by many as the greatest AnthropDOlogist and Biologist of the last millen¬ 
nium, wj^te a renarkable book, copyri^t 1935, vhich he titled ”Man The Un¬ 
known” in an attempt to tell the world by the title that we know almost nothing 
about man. He said: 
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"Man is made up of a procession of ptentoins, in the midst of viuch (there) 
strides an unknowable reality, Our knowledge of the human body is most 
rudimentary. It*s impossible for the present to grasp its constitution. ... 
In fact, our ignorance (of man) is profound," 

Not one drfinite statement of useful knowledge relative to man ocartained 
in that quotation. The Nature of Life is a nystery and the oonstituti<»i of 
the body is unknown. 

And so, the actual facts of the world’s knowledge of nan really reveal a 
state far different from the fancies of the medics and the popular opinion of 
tte brain-washed nesses. And these fallacious fcincies fill 1J>e books that deal 
with the body’s disorders, its sustentation, and its energizing power, 

***** ***** 

Write for Oorplete List of Writings 
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genius who lived before his time. 
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1964 This is a radiant universe. Man lives, and moves, and has his being in a 
sea of radiation. Water and ice are condensed radiation. So is the earth, the sun 
and the moon. Man’s lungs are the great condensers, perfected by creation. 
They condense into blood the Empyreal Sea of Radiation as it flows into them at 

each inhalation. And that creative process is radio-synthesis. 
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